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Body of Report 

ABSTRACT 
This project engaged several Western Alaska coastal communities to describe types and 
formation processes associated with near-shore sea-ice phenomena during the fall freeze-up 
season, in particular as relevant to coastal erosion, flooding, and shoreline protection. 
Commentary and indigenous and local observations were drawn from and analyzed through 
existing community observing programs (SIZONet and ANTHC-LEO) as well as from new 
interviews and meetings conducted for this project. Extensive work was performed to 
summarize, assess, and synthesize written and recorded observations and commentary. A 
primary result was identification of a range of slush-ice berm events that could be broadly 
categorized as “advective” or “in-situ”. The subsequent form and durability of a slush ice berm 
deposited on the beach is a function of beach and coastline form, on-shore winds, water level 
(positive or negative surge), water temperature, air temperature, and the occurrence of snow. 
Berms exceeding 3 m in height were noted by some community members (Shaktoolik). Large, 
strong berms can aid a community by blocking erosive wave action and storm surge inundation. 
However, berms can also impede access to the ocean, restricting hunting activities. Large 
unfrozen berms present a hazard to cross by residents needing to gain access to the sea. For 
specific dates of berm occurrences available from interviews, synoptic weather analyses were 
undertaken to identify associate large-scale patterns of temperature and winds. Other near-shore 
ice occurrences include wind-driven piling of sea-ice against the shore. This can also prevent 
marine access; such an event, lasting several weeks during prime hunting season, occurred in 
May 2013 (Gambell). For purposes of translating this work into an operational setting, 
discussions with NOAA were initiated. This work should form a starting point to improve 
forecasting of near-shore ice phenomena by providing forecasters with rules of thumb for slush 
ice and berm formation. Near-shore ice features vary at the local scale, potentially hampering 
work to improve forecasts. More work is required to track relevant aspects of ice freeze-up, 
clarify formation processes and provide better quantitative constraints on air temperature, storm 
surge, and wind-speed ranges necessary to result in the formation of these features. The 
observing protocol and framework developed to guide opportunistic observations in coastal 
communities proved to be of considerable value for tracking hazardous freeze-up/storm events. 
In terms of methodological insights gained, a key factor when working with communities is a 
willingness to take the time necessary to build relationships. Without that it can be harder to 
secure accurate or useful information.  

CITATION 
Atkinson, D.E., H. Eicken, and L. Eerkes-Medrano. 2014. The role of sea ice berm 
formation to alter environmental marine forcing in West Alaska coastal communities.  
Western Alaska Landscape Conservation Cooperative Project WA2012_16  Final Report, 
100p. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The North Pacific possesses one of the most active storm tracks in the northern 

Hemisphere. Storm systems move through this vicinity from west/southwest to the 
east/northeast. The majority of storm systems end up in the northern and eastern Gulf of Alaska, 
a minority move into the Bering Sea, and fewer still continue on through the Bering Strait and 
into the Chukchi Sea (Mesquita et al. 2010). In many cases these storms are in the mature phase 
of their life cycles and, while possessed of some potential for impact, have peaked and are slowly 
weakening. Some storms, however, become very powerful and cause many problems in the West 
Alaska coastal region; October, 2004, September, 2005, and November, 2011 are good 
examples. In these cases storm-driven winds set up wave action and surge which resulted in 
extensive coastal and infrastructure damage with ensuing major disruption to community life. 
This is not unusual for this region; Mason et al. (1996) describe repeated inundation and damage 
to Nome in a study for which was assembled a long time series of surge events in Western 
Alaska (1989-1993) based on newspaper accounts. Many other Western Alaska communities 
have suffered impact from storms over the years.     

Inundation resulting from storm surge also has demonstrated potential to adversely 
impact biological activity in coastal plains associated with low-lying delta regions. This can be 
severe: Kincheloe and Stehn (1991), in their discussion of environmental gradients in transects 
away from the coast in the Yukon-Kuskokwim (YK) Delta, describe the enduing impact of 
infrequent storm surge flooding in the area, including salt-kill of plants. This has happened on 
the Mackenzie Delta in the eastern Beaufort Sea (Pisaric et al. 2011). Beyond the tundra 
ecosystem, areas of the YK delta see major utilization by birds. Gill and Handel (1990) indicated 
that numerous species types, with numbers exceeding one million individuals, make use of this 
region and in particular, the coastal margins. Change in sea level, and surge events, present a 
major disruption in animal productivity. This has an important tie-in with the human 
economic/subsistence activity and even cultural identity, as indicated by Klein (1966) and 
Gerlach et al. (2011) in their descriptions of the importance of local foods, not just to subsistence 
economies, but to broader issues of cultural identities in the YK delta.  

Forcing agents are not limited to actions due to liquid water. The action of sea ice must 
be explicitly accounted for when considering damage potential. Atkinson et al. (2011) described 
an incidence of severe damage to a local cannery in the Bristol Bay area, which occurred as a 
result of storm surge acting upon ice that had formed on the structure’s wharf facility. Ice can 
also prevent damage due to adverse marine states. Defensive structures can develop when frazil 
or slush ice is driven into the nearshore environment by storm winds. This process can act to 
greatly limit or enhance the adverse impact of surges, as has been witnessed in places such as 
Unalakleet or Wales, Bering Strait (Eicken 2010, Eicken et al. 2014 ). At Unalakleet, during 
November 2009, a strong storm moving through Bering Strait was projected to strongly impact 
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this and other communities at the end of Norton Sound due to inundation caused by the 
anticipated storm surge. However, slush ice solidified and formed a natural defensive barrier that 
mitigated storm surge impact (observations from the community as reported in USACE 2011; 
National Weather Service pers. Comm. 2009). Similar findings have been reported for the bering 
Strait region (Eicken et al. 2014). This potential to both protect and hamper makes the 
occurrence of ice-berm formation of particular interest.  In addition to ice-berms, a variety of 
information is required about ice in the coastal zone, including the interaction of existing shore-
fast ice with surge and wave events, the modification of coastal sediments by ice, and the 
occurrence of ice-push, or “ivu”, events. 

A few authors have commented on the occurrence of slush ice. Kempema, Reimnitz and 
others conducted a study in which they performed detailed examinations and laboratory 
experiments on slush ice in the near-shore zone (Kempema et al. 1993, 1990). Wiseman et al. 
(1973) made detailed observations of coastal ice features during a season-long deployment on 
the northern coast of Alaska. These efforts provided valuable insight into coastal ice processes. 
However, there has been little work since then on slush-ice features. There is need for work to 
further categorize slush-ice features that form berms on the shore and better describe local 
processes and conditions under which they form, and to link these to larger-scale atmospheric 
patterns that drive them. These needs formed the impetus for this project.  

In general, to obtain the best observations of environmental conditions, especially those 
which may be difficult to measure directly, it is essential to communicate directly with 
communities. This has been demonstrated for physical impacts analyses (USACE 2011, Eicken 
2010, Oozeva et al. 2004) and when conducting work to understand how communities are 
vulnerable to environmental forcing (Loring et al. 2010, Gerlach et al. 2011, Krupnik and Jolly 
2002). Thus, community-based observations formed an essential core of this project.  

Project Objectives: 
1) Work with community observers to develop a conceptual model of sea-ice berm

formation in the coastal zone during periods of strong winds.
2) Document specific community observation of storm and weather damage and events,

focusing on the action of ice.
3) Strengthen community-based observing networks and the two-way linkage between

agency needs and community needs.

The results of this project should be of use to multiple end-user groups.  In particular, coastal 
communities in western Alaska will benefit from this project by showing them just how their 
traditional ecological knowledge and indigenous observation skills are able to guide western 
science analytical approaches to describe physical processes in such a way that groups, such as 
NOAA’s National Weather Service, can take them up.  
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METHODS 
The methodological approach used for this project may be summarized as follows: 
 Gather community observations of near shore sea-ice processes and features, focusing on 

piles of slush-ice deposited on the shore or in the swash zone, termed here “slush-ice 
berms”. 

 Learn from communities how the presence of these features impedes their capacity to 
travel and to gain access to country foods.  

 Synthesize observations to arrive at a general taxonomy of slush-ice berm types and the 
environmental conditions leading to their occurrence.  

 Analyze large-scale weather patterns associated with specific slush-ice berm events.  
 
These are expanded below. 
 
The Yupik of the St. Lawrence Island region have various names for slush-ice berms: 
“Saagsiqu”, or “greasy ice”, which is water with ice-crystals, “qenu”, which is newly forming 
slush ice, and “qenughhaghaq”, or slush ice just starting to form from “qenu”. “Kiivnin” is also 
important – snow falling into the water – as a source of cooling and of crystals, and in some 
cases the formation process is “Kaspigpak”, where an ice cover has not hardened and favourable 
winds overlap and compress it against the shore. All of these identifiers are taken from Oozeva et 
al. (2004), “Watching Weather and Ice Our Way”. It is apparent from even this sampling of 
identifiers how subtle the processes involved can be, and how important it is to involve those 
with detailed observational experience in the development of conceptual models that integrate 
the effects of temperature, winds, and snowfall/precipitation. For these reasons, community-
based observation efforts were central to this project. 
 
Community-level observations of sea ice and near-shore ice and slush phenomena were obtained 
from two sources. The first consisted of on-going work by two existing community-based 
observing networks: the Arctic Observing Network’s Seasonal Ice Zone Observing Network 
(“SIZONet”, www.sizonet.org), led by co-PI H. Eicken, and the Local Environmental Observers 
network (“LEO”, www.anthc.org/chs/ces/climate/leo/), led by Michael Brubaker of the Alaska 
Native Tribal Health Consortium. These two datasets are a rich source of information that 
extends back over several years. They expanded the reach of project field visits, which were very 
important for gaining a better understanding of how slush-ice berm events were manifested at 
different locales. The SIZONet community-based ice observations data (currently comprising 
well over 4000 individual logs (https://eloka-arctic.org/sizonet) were analyzed for references to 
fall freeze-up processes impacting the shoreline. A total of 70 observations are relevant for ice 
berms, and include photographs by some of the observers. In addition, Eicken and UAF graduate 
student Dyre O. Dammann developed a fall freeze-up observing protocol in collaboration with 
the LEO network and provided guidance for such opportunistic observations to the LEO network 
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(via teleconferences and the ANTHC annual environmental coordinator meeting) in 2012 and 
2013. The protocols and sample information are provided as Appendix A.  
 
The second source were project field visits to Toksook Bay, Shaktoolik, Gambell, and 
Shishmaref (Figure 1). This work involved mostly interview-type field work. Interview forms 
were developed and utilized. Community engagement took the form of public meetings and more 
individual meetings with experienced travelers/hunters. Examples of the flyers used to invite 
people to meetings, as well as the interview forms, are presented in Appendix B. Eicken 
modified the questionnaire used for SIZONet to include questions specific to this project. 
Examples of this questionnaire are reproduced in Appendix C. Material Eicken has used when 
presenting to communities are reproduced in Appendix D.  
 

 
Figure 1: Field trip locations in Western Alaska 
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The second objective for community visits consisted of finding out more about how near-shore 
and on-shore ice features impact the community, both positively and negatively. In particular we 
were interested to hear about food security issues.  
 
Regarding community visits in general, the project was able to leverage trips to communities 
supported by other projects, in particular, Shishmaref. Significantly, the ready access to 
communities such as Toksook Bay and Shishmaref (Figure 2) was enhanced by previous efforts 
by Eicken and Atkinson, respectively, supported under other previous work, which helped to 
establish the necessary “good will” within the communities to help secure results for this project. 
In Toksook Bay the project was fortunate to be able to work with Anne Fienup-Riordan, a very 
experienced researcher with long-standing ties in that community. These sources and 
opportunities represented major leveraging opportunities for this project.  
 

 
Figure 2: Atkinson describing the project and community needs at the Shishmaref community center, 
October 2013. 
 
The development of a slush-ice berm taxonomy was based on a synthesis of information 
obtained from comments gathered during community visits, and by combing the SIZONet and 
LEO databases. In particular, it was desired to arrive at a sequence of environmental events that 
lead to berm formation, and what types of berms result from what particular combinations of 
environmental conditions. Given the nature of community comments, for this project, associating 
detailed numbers with environmental conditions was not possible at this stage.  
 
For a few, high-magnitude slush-ice berm events, specific dates were available. For these cases 
large-scale weather analyses were conducted. These were based on reanalysis data available and 
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analyzed using an online portal and tool system maintained by NOAA’s Earth Systems Research 
Laboratory (ESRL). Two reanalysis data sets were used – the NCEP/NCAR Global Reanalysis 
(Kalnay et al. 1996) and the higher resolution North America Regional Reanalysis, when greater 
detail was desired. Maps of pressure, wind, and temperature parameters were produced and then 
qualitatively analyzed to look for explanatory patterns. The NOAA/ESRL portal may be found 
here: http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/composites/hour/ 
 
Community data generated by this project must remain under fairly tight control. Raw interview 
information cannot be released directly to the public. Instead these data will be held by the 
communities themselves – any requests can go through them, which allows them to be in full 
control of their own comments. A secondary repository for information relevant to ice 
information will be the SIZONet database. This database is not open to the general public either. 
 

RESULTS 
The first objective dealt with gathering and then working with community observations to 
develop an ice berm conceptual model.  
 
Interviews conducted under this project generated ~100 pages of commentary noted during 
discussions and transcribed from audio recordings.  Some photographs of events were obtained 
from community members , and some photographs of slush-ice berms were gathered by project 
personnel during community visits. A set of raw transcriptions with a first-level pass at picking 
out relevant information is presented in Appendix E (this appendix is for WALCC and FWS 
program office staff and should not be distributed further). The project was fortunate to obtain 
permission to copy the Apangalook logbooks (Leo Apangalook made careful observations of 
weather and ocean conditions in Gambell until his recent death). A sample of the logs, along 
with Eerkes-Medrano’s summary, is presented in Appendix F. A quick topic summary from a 
Shaktoolik meeting, which indicates the territory an interview session could cover, is presented 
in Appendix G.  
 
It was clear from the community observations and previous literature (and personal observations 
and photographs gathered by the research team) that there are many instances when sea ice piles 
on, or near, a beach (Figure 3). Closer inspection reveals variations in the form it takes. A 
cursory classification suggests two major categories: slush-ice events and ice-pile events. 
Features belonging to the category termed “ice-pile event” can occur after sea ice formation has 
been well enough under way such that there are blocks of slabs of ice one or more feet thick, 
which are driven ashore by wind and mechanically piled up in a sort of an on-shore pressure 
ridge. The process is not dependent on wave action. They are termed “ivus” along the Alaska 
North coast and can attain considerable heights, up to 40 feet, and can occur at anytime during 
the freeze-up season. While observations analyzed in the SIZONet database provide interesting 
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evidence of potential increases in frequency of occurrence, these features will not be considered 
further as they fall outside the scope and interest of this study.  
 

 
Figure 3: An example of a well-established small berm in an unfrozen state, Shaktoolik. 
 
Features belonging to the category termed “slush-ice events” take on the form of piles of slush, 
comprised of a possible range of crystal sizes, with the inter-crystal spaces occupied by air, 
frozen sea-water, unfrozen sea water and brine, or some combination of these – a thin frozen 
covering over an unfrozen core is not uncommon, as reported by the communities. These piles 
are arranged in parallel to the coastline and can be situated anywhere from the swash zone to 
well back of typical wave reach. They can range in size from inches high and wide to in excess 
of 10 feet high/wide. Slush-ice events are of interest for several reasons. They can act to benefit 
or hamper a community, depending on the timing and nature of their formation. Given the longer 
unfrozen periods now being experienced as a result of climate change, they are likely to occur 
more frequently. There is no current forecast capacity for these events, in the sense of a 5 day 
weather forecast, and whether or not the effort to develop the capacity to forecast them should be 
expended is not necessarily clear – it depends on need and the level of difficulty required.  
 
Slush-ice events occur when ice crystals or crushed, new ice in the water just as sea ice is 
initially forming. Wave action can pile the crystals on the shore. Successive waves can act to 
increase the height and the width of the pile. The temperature of the water and the air play an 
important role in determining what form the features will take – how high/wide they get, how 
hard they get, and how long they last. Successive wave occurrences after initial formation also 
play a role. Slush-ice berms have seen little discussion in the literature; they were mentioned fpr 
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Alaska by Wiseman et al (1979) and  Kempema, Reimnitz (Kempema et al. 1993, 1990). No 
further work on the subject has been found.  
 
Within the slush-ice category two sub-forms may be recognized, termed here “in-situ” events 
and “advective” events. In-situ events occur under weak-to-mild wave action. In this case ice 
crystals near the surface and within the water column are lifted up and towards the shore where 
they are piled. Observations made by Eerkes-Medrano and by community members indicate 
water drains through the crystal-space matrix. Successive waves pile more crystals onto the pile. 
The height of the pile does not exceed the height of the splash height of breaking waves. This 
mechanism is also described by Wadhams (2000, p.41) to explain the occurrence of the small 
ridges that form around the edge of small pieces of pancake ice. Advective events occur under 
conditions of stronger wave action. Winds are able to move floating crystals or small pieces of 
ice towards the shore where the larger waves are able to pile the heavier load of crystals farther 
up the beach and to higher levels. Once the slush has been deposited the air temperature will 
determine the extent to which the berms will freeze, and thus their longevity. Air temperatures 
close to or above the freezing point of sea water will not allow strengthening of the berm feature. 
Down to approximately -10°C the surface of the berm will freeze, leaving an unfrozen interior. 
At lower temperatures the berm will freeze solid. Note that the cut-off value of -10°C is not 
meant to be absolute; it is a general guideline between “moderate” and “low” temperatures. The 
development trajectory of any berm feature depends on various factors in addition to air 
temperature, such as berm size and size of constituent crystals.  
 
Also important are the occurrence of a positive wind set up (storm surge) can set the stage for the 
formation of a large, long-lasting berm (Figure 4). A storm surge is usually accompanied by 
strong wave action, meaning larger waves attacking farther up on the beach. If there is a lot of 
slush present, it can be piled well up on the back shore to heights of 10 feet or more. If the air 
remains cold, the berm will freeze solid and, once the surge has receded, it is out of the reach of 
wave action. A negative surge can act to cool the near-coastal zone: community residents noted 
that, when water levels are low due to winds, the exposed beach gets cold and remaining water 
freezes in place. When water returns to the area a lot of crystals can rapidly form and be 
available for piling onto the shore. Large berm heights of 10 feet were reported at both 
Shaktoolik and Gambell, but reports from SIZONet and LEO suggest berm heights of ~1m are 
considered large in other areas (e.g. Wales).  
 
Coastal form plays a role. One comment from Gambell contrasted the timing of slush formation 
at Gambell and Savoonga – it forms sooner at Savoonga because the nearshore is shallower than 
at Gambell.  
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Figure 4: Example of a large berm (> 10 feet) that has formed in the backshore area of the beach in response 
to a storm surge (Shaktoolik). 
 
 
Snow is also involved. Snow can act in two ways to enhance sea-ice formation. First, it 
introduces crystals into the water, which can further enhance crystal growth. Second, the 
introduction and subsequent melting of ice in the water column can rapidly lower the water 
temperature. This means that a snow event can, in a matter of hours, lower water temperature 
enough to set the stage for crystal formation to support subsequent berm formation. 
 
 A flow chart is provided to map out these factors (Figure 5).  
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Figure 5: General taxonomy of slush-ice berm features (draft; will be further revised for 
publication in a journal article). A feature not listed on here occurs when there is so much slush ice 
piled against the shore that most wave activity is damped out. In this case, without wave action, the 
slush does not get up onto the beach to form berms except during major surges. These near-shore 
slush ice mats can extend many meters or tens of meters out from shore. Large waves can break 
through and carry slush up onto the beach, and the action of storm surge can lift and then deposit 
slush directly onto the beach. Community comments referred in particular to the capacity of long-
period swell from the south to move through slush ice mats and pile slush on shore. 
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Figure 6: Example of weather pattern analysis. On November 11, 2009 a powerful storm struck 
eastern Norton Sound. NOAA forecasted a surge event to accompany this storm. However as the 
surge began in earnest a large slush-ice berm was established that mitigated the impact of the 
surge. On the left is a pressure pattern plot – winds follow the contour lines counterclockwise 
around the purple area depicting the powerful low pressure feature. This shows strong winds 
driving into Norton Sound, brining high water but also forcing slush-ice ashore. The image on the 
right shows air temperatures (in Kelvin – subtract 273 to get Celsius). The air temperature over 
eastern Norton Sound is approximately 6 degrees Celsius below zero, low enough to harden and 
maintain a forming slush-ice berm. This is the sort of guidance that can ultimately be passed on to 
the National Weather Service.   
 
The second objective focused on the documentation of community impacts from weather events, 
particularly anything having to do with ice.  
 
It is clear that slush driven into the shore zone, whether it is extensive enough to remain in the 
water, or whether wave action causes the formation of berms, impedes access to the ocean. This 
restricts and increases the hazard associated with community members trying to get to the ocean 
for hunting or travel. While this is a problem during the relatively short period when slush is 
unfrozen, its highly viscous nature means that it can freeze in such a way as to present a rough 
surface, possible making travel difficult well into the winter. If a storm arises when slush is 
present, it can raise a fairly large berm that, if it is able to solidify in the presence of cold air 
temperatures, can halt the action of an otherwise damaging inundation event or prevent waves 
from attacking higher up on the beach.  
 
Observations of ice being blown away from shore in the middle of winter were also noted. This 
is regarded to be a serious problem because it greatly restricts travel and hunting and it increases 
the chance for local fog to occur, which in turn is problematic for travel of all types, including 
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aircraft. See Appendix H for examples of comments from the LEO database in which may be 
found a comment about ice being blown out away from shore in winter (last comment for 
Unalakleet).   
 
Food Security 
Food security issues were directly engaged in both Gambell and Shaktoolik. While working with 
the communities to identify storm impacts on infrastructure and while gathering local knowledge 
related to slush-ice berm formation, we were able to identify how changing weather patterns 
affect food security in these communities. In Gambell, the community had declared a state of 
emergency in 2013 due to poor walrus hunting: www.adn.com/article/20130902/disaster-
declared-subsistence-walrus-hunt-st-lawrence-island  
 
During the first site visit, the IRA council gave us their data on the few days the community was 
able to go out walrus hunting for May 2012 and 2013. Using synoptic analysis we identified 
unfavourable wind conditions that affected last year’s walrus hunting (Figure 7). The IRA 
president offered to continue working with us on this topic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Large scale weather pattern typical of much of May, 2013. On this plot lower pressure areas are 
purple and higher pressure are orange. Winds follow the contour lines and move around lows in a counter 
clockwise direction. The pattern shows air flow (black arrow) towards Gambell (black dot) from the 
west/southwest. This pattern near breakup moves mobile ice to the shore around Gambell and keeps it 
packed in, preventing boat access to the ocean.  
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In Shaktoolik, the community highlighted the changes in commercial fishing due to weather 
patterns. Last July the community was unable to fish due to constant rain. During the public 
meeting, the mayor identified the impact of constant rain on crab fishing as well. We were able 
to synoptically describe the conditions that resulted in this local situation (refer to the figures 
reproduced in the powerpoint presented to Shaktoolik in August 2014, included in the report as 
the final Appendix, Appendix J). Commercial fishing is the backbone of the economy and, as 
such, this project is an important contribution to the community.    
 
The final objective concerned strengthening community-based observing networks and the two-
way linkage between agency needs and community needs. Along these lines the project sought to 
engage decision makers and planners at various levels. These are described below. 
 
Engagement of planners and decision makers at the local level. 
We work closely with the IRA and the mayor in Shaktoolik. Any knowledge about slush-ice 
berm formation is relevant to them in terms of measures to take in developing evacuation 
planning strategies. It is also relevant in terms of input they can use when seeking financial 
support to design and build a more permanent structure to protect the town. The conceptual 
model of slush-ice berm formation is the first stage in identifying the weather and sea-ice 
conditions required for its formation and further knowledge will be of benefit to policy and 
decision makers. Shaktoolik has recently expended efforts to construct a defensive berm out of 
sand. This effort will also be aided by this project.   
 
 As part of the effort to develop a protocol to track and communicate information about hazards 
and other relevant aspects of ice formation during fall freeze-up, we were in direct contact with 
the Tribal Environmental Coordinators in over 20 coastal communities in western, southcentral 
and northern Alaska. Additional communication concerning information sources available in 
regards to weather and ice information occurred in a special session (led by Eicken) at the 
ANTHC Environmental Health Conference in 2012. 
 
Engagement of planners and decision makers at the state level. 
We have had discussions with Sally Russell Cox of the Alaska Department of Commerce and 
Economic Development, who is involved in community relocation and planning, Mike Brubaker 
from the Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium  LEO program, who is very interested in the 
project from the infrastructure perspective, Rose Fosdick from Kawerak, and Vera Metcalf from 
the Walrus Commission, among others. These individuals play a role in policy development, 
planning and decision making and are very interested in the project findings. Although the 
results are at the conceptual stage, they do shed light on the conditions required for a berm to 
form.  
  
Engagement of policy planners and decision makers and the federal level. 
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We have been in touch with Mark Spafford from the Denali Commission and met in Victoria BC 
with Wendy Shaw, Hydraulic Engineer, USACE. Our findings will help them when making 
decisions about infrastructure development and protection measures to be taken when protecting 
the town (Shaktoolik) and its infrastructure from storm impacts.  
  
 

DISCUSSION/CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Recommendations for future work 
Slush-ice berm taxonomy. To make the flow chart conceptualization ready for transfer to a 
NOAA forecast group (the ice desk or a forecast office) more quantification of the decision 
points must be added. To do this would require a detailed engagement process with the requisite 
NOAA group and at least two detailed field seasons preferably at two locations. The field work 
would consist of emplacement of instruments to measure requisite parameters as suggested by 
this project and additional discussions with NOAA, characterization of beach and coast form, 
and an observer who would spend the entire freeze-up season (approx one month) at the 
community making detailed observations, preferably with camera and video. Two seasons are 
recommended because of the varying nature any given season presents, and two locations are 
recommended because of the varying way coastal ice features can be presented at different sites. 
Preferably as well, the field seasons at the two locations would be concurrent and the observers 
would be in contact with one another to compare processes and observations as they are being 
observed. An important aspect of this work is the acquisition and analysis of high-resolution 
remote sensing data (such as synthetic aperture radar) to improve understanding of ice formation 
in the nearshore zone.  
 
 
Numerical model development. Incorporation of these results into the efforts being undertaken by 
the computer modelers is another direction for new work.  
 
Engineering implications work. In light of this project’s efforts along with those of the numerical 
modelers, performing work on engineering aspects of coastal ice phenomena could be considered 
at this point. This includes engineering approaches to foster or direct formation of slush berms at 
the local level to improve coastal protection and minimize negative impacts for residents. 
 
General discussion 
The four communities that were visited represented a reduction in the originally hoped-for scope 
of community visits. The project was unable to visit the other communities due to logistical 
complexities and, in the Bristol Bay area, because Gerlach moved to another university, which 
disrupted his Western Alaska fieldwork plans. A criticism of the original project scope was the 
number of communities originally proposed for visitation represented an overreach. Visiting 
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many communities in Western Alaska is logistically complex and a greater number of villages on 
the increases the likelihood that difficulties will arise with weather, which happened on several 
occasions with this project. Even without the logistical complexity, it would have been very 
difficult to maintain the requisite follow-up correspondence with the communities that appears to 
be key to relationship building. Overall, however, the project achieved satisfactory results with 
the information that was gathered from the sources that were utilized. The approach of 
collaborating with ANTHC LEO which extended our reach into over 20 coastal communities in 
an effective, manageable manner helped offset the smaller number of field visits. 
 
Another project element that was not undertaken was meaningful engagement with the ocean 
modelers. As the project proceeded it was apparent that this effort was in much too early a stage 
for discussions to be of value to the numerical modelers.  
 
In general, working directly with community members in northern indigenous communities (in 
Alaska on this and other projects, and in Northern Canada), and merging their observation milieu 
with that of western science was a great opportunity to build community relations and advance 
the opportunities to integrate local knowledge into the western scientific knowledge. However, 
caution needs to be exercised when integrating local knowledge: Shari Gearheard and other 
authors comment on this in their paper entitled, “It’s not that simple”. Although there is great 
value in the feedback provided by local observers, one must be aware that this information is not 
always reliable, and therefore a key component to address this weakness is to have a good 
rapport with the community to identify problematic areas. Both of these points are discussed 
below.  

 
Consistency of information varies and is dependent on a number of factors. Often community 
members expect to be compensated. This can lead to a situation where individuals want to make 
a contribution even though their comments may not be entirely accurate. Selection of appropriate 
individuals is another critical concern. For example, on this project a chance occurrence of some 
elders being unable to participate in a meeting meant that the younger (though still senior) 
hunters opened up, whereas they would have deferred to the elders otherwise. This would not 
have been good for the project: for the interview in question we were interested in speaking with 
people who are going out more currently, and the elders in this case were not those individuals. 
A subset of that concern was allowing dominant roles to be taken up by those who are not 
particularly relevant to the project; again in the community from the example above, the person 
who did a lot of the talking had not been on the land in almost a decade.  Lack of common 
terminology is another factor. While some elders may use the indigenous name to describe slush-
ice berms, younger hunters who do not speak the language are asked to provide comments about 
a special feature, they cannot relate to that term. Also, in this project we had Siberian Yupik and 
Inuit groups, which have different dialects. This too had to be taken into consideration. 
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An interesting point that arose is that men and women often have different perspectives about the 
intensity of impacts and about what to report during interviews. While men may de-emphasize 
the impact or danger of storms, women seem in some cases to remember more details and focus 
on potential dangers. 

 
Logistics can be a challenge. Meetings are readily disrupted by other concerns that community 
members consider to be more pressing, such as the occurrence of a nice day that results in 
everyone heading off to go hunting. Air travel to and from the villages can likewise be 
compromised. Often, in Nome, the cause of disruption is the weather, however on one trip our 
plane out of Shishmaref was borrowed for an hour to pop the school volleyball team over to the 
next village for a tournament; this unscheduled flight, however, meant we were late into Nome 
and so lost the rest of our connections.   

 
Politics and personal agendas can come into play: we were recently mislead about a town council 
meeting (not associated with the WALCC project) and so were not in attendance, having been 
told it had been rescheduled. Despite their small size, distinct power blocs exist in most 
communities, and to get things done it is important to figure out who is who and whose side 
everyone is on. As with many relationships, it can depend on the individual you know. This is 
particularly true in communities when your contact person steps down as head of the IRA (for 
example) and the new council has not yet been engaged and is not interested in the project. Part 
of this situation occurred in one community in which the previous IRA council did not inform us 
about a change in council membership until we arrived in town. This situation brought the 
project’s efforts in the community to a rapid halt. It took extensive and patient work by Eerkes-
Medrano, supported by her existing and long-term efforts at relationship building, to turn the 
situation around. The present IRA council has requested that the project continues. It wants to 
continue to work with us, as they see the benefits to the community. 

 
There are two key elements to working with communities, and both involve time. First is to 
commit to spending the necessary time on the ground. Sweeping in for a day to bang off a few 
meetings is a sure way to get nothing. Planning to be on the ground for many days buffers 
problems with air travel and hunting days, and lets you really spend time with the people, 
building relationships. Bringing food to meetings is always a great idea; this has to be 
transported with you because there is no guarantee what you will find in the village store/s. The 
second is to commit to spending the time when away, to maintain contact and connections. 
Eerkes-Medrano has been in contact with the villages under consideration at least every month, 
and usually more frequently, since this project was initiated. This really paid off when 
Shaktoolik decided in August 2014 they were not interested in the project and had to be gently 
steered back in.  
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Finally, sometimes some of the information simply is not worth that much, no matter how it is 
worked and reworked. Some projects are not amenable to community based information; in 
particular, the more the information has to take the form of specific quantification of 
environmental parameters (e.g. storm surge heights or values for “how cold/windy was it”) or 
times (e.g., “when was the storm”) is needed, the less likely community observations will be able 
to work for the project. On the flip side of that, however, is the fact that unexpected pieces of 
information can emerge.  
 
Recommendation summary: 

• Ensure you actually need to engage the community before initiating the work to set it up. 
• Planning for more than two or three community visits for any project that is dependent 

upon securing community information is not advisable unless prior contact is well 
established.  

• Leveraging existing programs, such as ANTHC-LEO, to develop protocols and build a 
community of practice that can help track, identify and communicate key information 
about coastal and fall freeze-up processes can be of great value because of the extended 
reach of such tribal environmental coordinator networks. 

• Engagement with communities must extend beyond the annual visit, and projects should 
consider monthly calls with a couple of key people to maintain continuity. The 
community needs to know that you are interested in them as well as their information.   

• Planning for a return visit to share results before publication or dissemination, such that 
community comments and edits can help shape the final product, is strongly advised.  

 
One point to bear in mind is that of the broader research legacy: the more groups that go in with 
a disrespectful manner, the more likely the community will grow weary of engaging in the 
process.  
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MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS / IMPLICATIONS 
 Some examples of benefits to management and policy have been provided in the Results section. 
Findings that contribute to policy development and decision making consist of the knowledge 
about factors in the formation of a slush-ice berm, particularly the presence of a shallow beach. If 
we know that a shallow beach favours the development of a slush-ice berm, a government body 
trying to protect a town or develop a berm must ensure that a shallow beach remains or is 
enhanced (as in Shaktoolik). In Shishmaref, community members have mentioned that when 
there was a shallow beach, a berm formed. That is not the case anymore, and slush berms have 
not formed in recent years. A lack of port infrastructure means activities take place in the near-
shore environment, such as refueling operations (Figure 8).  

 
Figure 8: Process of transferring fuel, Shaktoolik, August 2014.  

Note fuel hose runs from the fuel barge to the shore 
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PRODUCTS 
A. Publications, conference papers, and presentations. 

 

Engaging local observers in scientific research – Slush ice berm formation 
Presented at: Eighth International Congress of Arctic Social Sciences  (ICASS VIII) 
UNBC, Prince George, 22-26 May 2014 
Laura Eerkes-Medrano, David E. Atkinson, Hajo Eicken, Bill Nayokpuk (Shishmaef), 
Harvey Sookiayak (Shaktoolik).  

 
Community-based observations of fall freeze-up and ice interacting with the 
shoreline 
Presented at: 18th Annual Alaska Tribal Conference on Environmental Management,  
Anchorage, AK, 6-9 Nov 2012. 
Hajo Eicken, Dyre Oliver Dammann, Mette Kaufman 
 

Upcoming presentation at: 
“Arctic Change 2014”, Dec 8-13, 2014, Ottawa, Canada 
 

B. Education and outreach.  
“How’s the weather?” - A semi-annual update on recent impactful weather and its effect 
on Shaktoolik and Gambell. The information featured is collected from regular phone 
contact with communities and site visits. (Appendix I) 
 

C. Other products resulting from the project. 
Data from interviews – held in communities and – where permission was given – posted 
and archived in the SIZONet community-based ice observations database (https://eloka-
arctic.org/sizonet) 
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Coastal	  Observations	  for	  Fall	  Freeze	  Up	  in	  Alaska	  

	  

Contacts:	  
Oliver	  Dammann,	  Hajo	  Eicken,	  Mette	  Kaufman	  
Geophysical	  Institute,	  University	  of	  Alaska	  Fairbanks	  

Why	  we	  make	  coastal	  observations:	  
Observations	  of	  local	  sea	  ice	  conditions	  are	  important	  to	  understand	  how	  changes	  in	  
the	  ice	  cover	  affect	  people,	  the	  coastline	  and	  ecosystems.	  For	  this	  project	  we	  are	  
particularly	  interested	  in	  fall	  freeze	  up	  and	  how	  ice	  on	  the	  ocean	  interacts	  with	  
waves,	  winds	  and	  the	  shoreline.	  Satellite	  images	  can	  be	  used	  to	  study	  the	  changing	  
sea	  ice	  but	  often	  they	  only	  tell	  a	  small	  part	  of	  the	  story.	  With	  detailed	  local	  
observations,	  we	  can	  help	  make	  satellite	  images	  more	  useful	  and	  improve	  weather	  
and	  ice	  forecasts.	  

Time	  and	  frequency	  of	  observations:	  
For	  this	  study	  we	  are	  interested	  in	  the	  fall	  freeze-‐up	  period.	  This	  is	  the	  time	  period	  
between	  the	  first	  appearance	  of	  even	  small	  amounts	  of	  ice	  on	  the	  ocean	  and	  the	  time	  
at	  which	  the	  coastal	  shorefast	  ice	  is	  stable	  and	  thick	  enough	  for	  people	  to	  walk	  out	  
on.	  If	  interactions	  between	  landfast	  ice	  and	  the	  coast	  occur	  later	  in	  the	  season	  (for	  
example	  an	  ice	  push),	  please	  report	  this	  as	  well.	  Frequent	  observations	  will	  help	  us	  
understand	  how	  sea	  ice	  behaves	  in	  your	  village.	  At	  the	  same	  time,	  if	  a	  storm	  hits	  and	  
moves	  ice	  around	  or	  breaks	  it	  up,	  forms	  ice	  berms	  or	  does	  something	  else	  to	  the	  ice,	  
even	  just	  a	  few	  observations	  (and	  photos)	  of	  such	  events	  are	  of	  great	  help.	  Daily	  
observations	  (even	  of	  noting	  in	  particular	  –	  like	  whether	  conditions	  are	  the	  same	  or	  
changes	  have	  occurred)	  are	  very	  valuable.	  However,	  observations	  at	  longer	  
intervals,	  in	  particular at times when ice conditions changed or a storm	  passed	  
through	  are	  also	  very	  helpful.	  	  

What	  to	  include	  in	  an	  observation:	  
We	  are	  interested	  in	  what	  aspect	  of	  ice	  and	  ocean	  conditions	  along	  the	  shore	  are	  
important	  for	  people	  in	  the	  village	  and	  how	  the	  ice	  interacts	  with	  the	  coast.	  The	  
observations	  can	  therefore	  include	  anything	  that	  local	  observers	  consider	  important	  
or	  noteworthy.	  This	  includes	  information	  about	  sea	  ice	  evolution,	  currents,	  waves,	  
or	  anytime	  a	  rise	  or	  fall	  in	  water	  level	  occurs	  that	  is	  not	  caused	  by	  the	  tide	  (such	  as	  a	  
storm	  surge).	  The	  following	  observed	  features	  are	  of	  particular	  interest:	  

Western Alaska 
Landscape Conservation Cooperative 
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The Western Alaska Landscape Conservation Cooperative promotes coordination, dissemination,
and development of applied science to inform landscape level conservation, including terrestrial-
marine linkages, in the face of landscape scale stressors, focusing on climate change.
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The WA LCC will operate under the following guiding principles: 
Consider and respect each participating organization’s unique mandates and jurisdiction.

Coordinate with other committees, workgroups or organizations that add mutual value, 
maximize capacity, avoid redundancies, and leverage resources.

Focus on solving biological, physical, and sociological issues to promote scientifically 
sound, outcome-based, adaptive management. 

Respect social, political and legal limitations while promoting solutions to landscape-
level stressors (climate and related) that benefit the greater Western Alaska conservation
community.  

Be transparent in operations and ensure access to the Western Alaska LCC process and 
products. 
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The goals are not presented in priority order.

Promote communications to enhance understanding regarding effects of climate change 
in Western Alaska 

Support coordination and collaboration among partners to improve efficiencies in their 
common science and information activities, 

Identify and support research, and data collection, analysis, and sharing that address 
common information needs of land and resource management decision makers,

Enable synthesis of information at landscape and larger spatial scales,

Enhance resource management in western Alaska through applied science and technology 
transfer.



-‐ Sea	  ice	  forming	  with	  a	  rougher/smoother	  surface	  than	  usual	  making	  the	  ice	  
harder/easier	  to	  travel	  across	  later	  in	  the	  season.	  

-‐ Sea	  ice	  interaction	  with	  the	  coast	  line	  (for	  example	  by	  forming	  an	  ice	  berm,	  
scouring	  the	  seabottom	  and	  throwing	  up	  mud,	  or	  by	  being	  pushed	  on	  shore	  
in	  an	  ice	  push	  event	  -‐	  Iñupiaq:	  ivu).	  

-‐ Sea	  ice	  protecting	  the	  shoreline	  from	  storms	  or	  waves,	  for	  example	  by	  
forming	  a	  natural	  barrier.	  

-‐ Sea	  ice	  results	  in	  the	  movement	  of	  sand,	  mud	  or	  gravel	  along	  the	  shoreline.	  
-‐ First	  appearance	  of	  different	  ice	  types.	  For	  example:	  first	  formation	  of	  slush	  

ice,	  ice	  floes,	  shorefast	  ice,	  and	  first	  time	  the	  shorefast	  ice	  is	  walkable.	  

List	  of	  other	  examples	  of	  features	  of	  interest:	  

Freeze-‐up:	  
-‐ Start	  of	  ice	  freeze-‐up	  on	  lakes	  and	  lagoons	  
-‐ Condition	  of	  the	  water,	  e.g.	  when	  does	  it	  first	  turn	  “greasy”	  with	  floating	  ice	  

crystals	  
-‐ First	  new	  ice	  forming	  on	  the	  ocean	  	  
-‐ First	  appearance	  of	  landfast	  ice	  
-‐ First	  landfast	  ice	  stable	  enough	  to	  walk	  or	  travel	  on	  

Ice	  deformation	  close	  to	  shore:	  
-‐ Formation	  of	  ridges	  that	  ground	  on	  the	  seafloor	  
-‐ Occurrence	  of	  ice	  push	  events	  (Iñupiaq:	  ivu)	  
-‐ Movement	  and	  fracturing	  of	  ice	  

Other	  ice	  conditions:	  
-‐ Ice	  berms	  (typically	  form	  from	  sea	  spray	  and	  waves	  freezing	  into	  a	  little	  dam	  

onshore).	  If	  berm	  helps	  protects	  the	  coast	  from	  waves	  please	  indicate	  
-‐ Appearance	  of	  older	  ice	  
-‐ Observations	  of	  dirty,	  brown	  ice	  that	  contains	  larger	  amounts	  of	  sand,	  mud	  

or	  gravel.	  Please	  give	  any	  information	  on	  how	  the	  mud	  has	  gotten	  into	  the	  
ice.	  	  	  

-‐ Occurrences	  of	  water	  being	  forced	  up	  through	  cracks	  in	  established	  fast	  ice	  

Waves	  and	  currents:	  
-‐ Larger	  waves,	  increased/decreased	  sea	  level	  due	  to	  surge,	  and	  stormy	  

weather	  that	  have	  an	  impact	  on	  the	  coast,	  either	  by	  flooding	  the	  land	  
adjacent	  to	  shore	  or	  by	  eating	  away	  at	  the	  shoreline	  and	  cause	  the	  shoreline	  
to	  erode	  or	  retreat	  inland.	  Also	  any	  time	  a	  surge	  lifts	  ice	  up	  onto	  the	  land.	  

-‐ Currents	  or	  coastal	  flooding	  that	  impacts	  the	  shoreline,	  for	  example	  from	  late	  
season	  rain	  or	  storm	  events	  

-‐ Unusual	  river	  discharge	  from	  nearby	  rivers	  



Where	  appropriate,	  please	  indicate,	  ice	  types	  (sheets,	  grease	  ice,	  pancakes	  etc.),	  
amounts,	  magnitude,	  and	  where	  features	  occur.	  Also,	  please	  indicate	  whether	  
conditions	  or	  timing	  of	  events	  are	  usual	  for	  location	  (if	  first	  ice	  appears	  to	  form	  at	  a	  
different	  time	  than	  usual	  this	  year,	  please	  indicate).	  We	  are	  also	  very	  interested	  in	  
common	  conditions	  that	  do	  not	  occur	  like	  usual	  (For	  example	  if	  the	  ice	  is	  usually	  
smooth,	  but	  this	  season	  it	  is	  rough).	  	  

Please	  include	  the	  Native	  name	  in	  Yupik	  or	  Inupiaq	  if	  that	  adds	  to	  the	  description.	  

Recording	  the	  observations:	  
The	  exact	  location	  of	  the	  observation	  is	  of	  great	  interest.	  Identify	  the	  location	  by	  a	  
local	  place	  name,	  marking	  it	  on	  a	  map,	  such	  as	  Google	  Maps	  (maps.google.com)	  or	  
GPS	  coordinates	  if	  available.	  Please	  include	  photos	  taken	  with	  cell	  phone	  or	  other	  
camera	  describing	  the	  observations	  if	  available.	  Having	  an	  accurate	  date	  for	  the	  
different	  observations	  is	  very	  important.	  Therefore,	  it	  is	  best	  to	  write	  down	  
observations	  on	  the	  same	  day,	  rather	  than	  wait	  for	  the	  end	  of	  the	  week	  to	  write	  a	  
summary.	  	  

How	  should	  observations	  be	  submitted?	  
Depending	  on	  your	  preference	  and	  whether	  you	  are	  part	  of	  an	  observing	  network	  
already,	  there	  are	  different	  ways	  you	  can	  submit	  observations.	  

-‐ For	  observers	  that	  are	  part	  of	  the	  Alaska	  Native	  Tribal	  Health	  Consortium’s	  
Local	  Environmental	  Observations	  (LEO)	  network,	  please	  submit	  through	  your	  
LEO	  network	  just	  as	  you	  would	  with	  regular	  observations.	  The	  observations	  will	  
be	  posted	  online	  and	  we	  will	  also	  obtain	  a	  copy.	  

-‐ You	  can	  e-‐mail	  observations	  and	  photos	  directly	  to	  our	  group	  at	  the	  University	  
of	  Alaska	  Fairbanks,	  please	  send	  to	  Ms.	  Mette	  Kaufman,	  
mrkaufman@alaska.edu.	  You	  can	  also	  report	  observations	  to	  Ms.	  Kaufman	  over	  
the	  phone:	  (907)	  474-‐5431.	  	  

-‐ You	  can	  send	  in	  observations	  by	  US	  Postal	  Service;	  please	  address	  to	  Ms.	  Mette	  
Kaufman,	  Geophysical	  Institute,	  University	  of	  Alaska	  Fairbanks,	  PO	  Box	  757320,	  
903	  Koyukuk	  Drive,	  Fairbanks,	  AK	  99775-‐7320.	  	  

-‐ Submissions	  through	  Facebook	  will	  be	  available	  within	  the	  next	  few	  months.	  

Depending	  on	  what	  is	  easiest	  for	  you,	  you	  can	  send	  in	  a	  collection	  of	  observations	  at	  
the	  end	  of	  freeze-‐up	  or	  the	  end	  of	  a	  month,	  or	  one	  by	  one	  as	  they	  are	  made.	  

Quyana,	  Quyanaqpak	  and	  Quyanaghhalek!	  Thank	  you	  for	  your	  help.	  



Ice	  Berm	  protecting	  the	  shore	  line	   Floating	  ice	  -‐	  Ice	  Floe	  

Signs	  of	  erosion	  by	  sediments	  being	  
entrained	  in	  sea	  ice.	  	  

Formation	  of	  slush	  Ice	  

Ice	  push	  event	  -‐	  Ivu	  

Photos	  by	  Winton	  Weyapuk,	  Jr.,	  Wales,	  AK;	  published	  in:	  Kingikmi	  Sigum	  Qanuq	  Ilitaavut	  -‐	  Wales	  
Inupiaq	  sea	  ice	  dictionary,	  edited	  by	  I.	  Krupnik,	  H.	  Anungazuk	  and	  M.	  Druckenmiller,	  Arctic	  Studies	  
Center,	  Smithsonian	  Institution,	  Washington,	  D.C.	  
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Appendix: B  Two-page flyer to invite community to public meeting concerning the 
project, distributed in Shaktoolik, November 2013. 
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Appendix C: SIZONet coastal observer log questions sheet 
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	   Fall Freeze Up Log Sheet 

Contact:	  Mette	  Kaufman,	  Geophysical	  Institute,	  University	  of	  Alaska	  Fairbanks	  
PO	  Box	  757320,	  903	  Koyukuk	  Drive,	  Fairbanks,	  AK	  99775-‐7320.	  

mrkaufman@alaska.edu	  	  (907)	  474-‐5431	  

It is important to understand the details of how sea ice is changing along Alaska’s shorelines, and how this change 
affects the coastline and coastal communities. In a small pilot project, we want to learn more about how ice, waves 

and wind interact with the coast during freeze-up. In particular, we are interested in observations in your 
community of how nearshore ice protects or damages the coast and impacts other activities in your area. The time 

period we are interested in is from the very first appearance of ice nearshore until the ice is stable and thick enough 
to travel on. This log sheet may be helpful in recording such observations. Also, we are interested in photos of 

some of the ice features or the potential impacts of storms, waves and ice on the coast. 

Your name: 
Where was observation made 
(village and specific location):  

Observation Date Description (and guidance on additional helpful 
information) 

First signs of ice on the ocean   Is slush or grease ice 
visible in the ocean? 

First signs of other types of 
ice 

 
 

 What type of ice (floe 
ice, old ice)? Where 
did it come from? 

First appearance of ice 
attached to the shore 

 
 

 How far out does the 
shorefast ice extend? 

Ice berm formed (ice wall 
protecting shore along beach) 

  How did the berm 
form and how long did 
it stay in place? 

Sea ice with mud or sand 
(dirty ice) 

Where is the mud in 
the ice (top, bottom, 
middle)? Did it form 
along shore or come 
from someplace else? 

Ice push event (ice driven 
onto the shore)  
Ice pressure ridges forming 
(floating or grounded) 
Ice forming is rough/smooth, 
making over-ice travel 
difficult/easy 

 
Is the ice rougher or 
smoother than usual? 
What caused this?

Strong ice movement and 
fracturing 

  

Unusually large waves, 
currents or coastal flooding 

  

Ice is stable enough to walk 
on for first time 

  
 
Additional observations – please record on back of this sheet 

Please include the Native name in Yupik or Inupiaq if that adds to the description. 
      We want to learn what is important to people in your community about the ice and ocean. Please include 
anything else you observed about coastal ice that is interesting or important to you. You can use the reverse side of 
this page or additional pages. 
      Once freeze-up is over, please mail this page to Ms. Mette Kaufman who is part of our project at the University 
of Alaska Fairbanks (contact information below, you can also call by phone). 
Quyana, Quyanaqpak and Quyanaghhalek! Thank you for your help. 

Western Alaska 
Landscape Conservation Cooperative 

!" #$%%$&' ()*)+,+')

The Western Alaska Landscape Conservation Cooperative promotes coordination, dissemination,
and development of applied science to inform landscape level conservation, including terrestrial-
marine linkages, in the face of landscape scale stressors, focusing on climate change.

!!" -.$/$'0 12$'3$14+%5

The WA LCC will operate under the following guiding principles: 
Consider and respect each participating organization’s unique mandates and jurisdiction.

Coordinate with other committees, workgroups or organizations that add mutual value, 
maximize capacity, avoid redundancies, and leverage resources.

Focus on solving biological, physical, and sociological issues to promote scientifically 
sound, outcome-based, adaptive management. 

Respect social, political and legal limitations while promoting solutions to landscape-
level stressors (climate and related) that benefit the greater Western Alaska conservation
community.  

Be transparent in operations and ensure access to the Western Alaska LCC process and 
products. 

!!!" 6+%)+2' 74*%8* 9:: -&*4%5

The goals are not presented in priority order.

Promote communications to enhance understanding regarding effects of climate change 
in Western Alaska 

Support coordination and collaboration among partners to improve efficiencies in their 
common science and information activities, 

Identify and support research, and data collection, analysis, and sharing that address 
common information needs of land and resource management decision makers,

Enable synthesis of information at landscape and larger spatial scales,

Enhance resource management in western Alaska through applied science and technology 
transfer.



Fall Freeze Up Log Sheet 

Contact:	  Mette	  Kaufman,	  Geophysical	  Institute,	  University	  of	  Alaska	  Fairbanks	  
PO	  Box	  757320,	  903	  Koyukuk	  Drive,	  Fairbanks,	  AK	  99775-‐7320.	  

mrkaufman@alaska.edu	  	  (907)	  474-‐5431	  

             Additional observations 

Your name: 
Where was observation made  
(village and specific location): 

Observation Date Description 

Other comments or notes: 



Fall Freeze Up Log Sheet 

Contact:	  Mette	  Kaufman,	  Geophysical	  Institute,	  University	  of	  Alaska	  Fairbanks	  
PO	  Box	  757320,	  903	  Koyukuk	  Drive,	  Fairbanks,	  AK	  99775-‐7320.	  

mrkaufman@alaska.edu	  	  (907)	  474-‐5431	  

Additional observations 

Your name: 
Where was observation made  
(village and specific location): 

Observation Date Description 

Other comments or notes: 
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COMMUNITY-BASED OBSERVATIONS OF FALL FREEZE-
UP AND ICE INTERACTING WITH THE COASTLINE

Oliver Dammann, Hajo Eicken, Mette Kaufman
Geophysical Institute & International Arctic Research Center, University of Alaska Fairbanks

Fairbanks, AK 99775-7320, USA
dodammann@alaska.edu

(907) 474 - 5648

October 22, 2013



Alaska: Large reduction in summer sea ice extent

• Less extensive
summer sea ice north
of Alaska

• Coasts are more
vulnerable to storms
and ice interaction in
the fall



Observations of fall freeze-up and impact of 
storms on the coast fall 2013

Why?
Improve forecasts of storm impacts and assess vulnerability of the coast

How often?
Regular observations of progress of freeze-up (first ice, stable ice etc.)

Brief observations and photos also of great value

What to observe?
First appearance of different ice types

Ice impacting travel conditions on the ice (rough ice, thin ice) 

Ice protecting the coast (ice berms, bottomfast ice etc.)

Ice interacting with shoreline (ice push, mud and sand frozen into ice)



Observation log sheet

• First signs of ice on the
ocean - When and what
type of ice?

• First shorefast ice -
When? Stable?

• Ice berm formation

• Unusual smooth or
rough ice

• Other noteworthy
events or conditions

! Fall Freeze Up Log Sheet 

! !

Contact:!Mette!Kaufman,!Geophysical!Institute,!University!of!Alaska!Fairbanks!
PO!Box!757320,!903!Koyukuk!Drive,!Fairbanks,!AK!99775J7320.!

mrkaufman@alaska.edu!!(907)!474J5431!

It is important to understand the details of how sea ice is changing along Alaska’s shorelines, and how this change 
affects the coastline and coastal communities. In a small pilot project, we want to learn more about how ice, waves 

and wind interact with the coast during freeze-up. In particular, we are interested in observations in your 
community of how nearshore ice protects or damages the coast and impacts other activities in your area. The time 

period we are interested in is from the very first appearance of ice nearshore until the ice is stable and thick enough 
to travel on. This log sheet may be helpful in recording such observations. Also, we are interested in photos of 

some of the ice features or the potential impacts of storms, waves and ice on the coast. 

Your name: 
Where was observation made 
(village and specific location):  

Observation Date Description (and guidance on additional helpful 
information) 

First signs of ice on the ocean   Is slush or grease ice 
visible in the ocean? 

First signs of other types of 
ice 

 
 

 What type of ice (floe 
ice, old ice)? Where 
did it come from? 

First appearance of ice 
attached to the shore 

 
 

 How far out does the 
shorefast ice extend? 

Ice berm formed (ice wall 
protecting shore along beach) 

  How did the berm 
form and how long did 
it stay in place? 

Sea ice with mud or sand 
(dirty ice) 

Where is the mud in 
the ice (top, bottom, 
middle)? Did it form 
along shore or come 
from someplace else? 

Ice push event (ice driven 
onto the shore)  
Ice pressure ridges forming 
(floating or grounded) 
Ice forming is rough/smooth, 
making over-ice travel 
difficult/easy 

 
Is the ice rougher or 
smoother than usual? 
What caused this?

Strong ice movement and 
fracturing 

  

Unusually large waves, 
currents or coastal flooding 

  

Ice is stable enough to walk 
on for first time 

  
 
Additional observations – please record on back of this sheet 

Please include the Native name in Yupik or Inupiaq if that adds to the description. 
      We want to learn what is important to people in your community about the ice and ocean. Please include 
anything else you observed about coastal ice that is interesting or important to you. You can use the reverse side of 
this page or additional pages. 
      Once freeze-up is over, please mail this page to Ms. Mette Kaufman who is part of our project at the University 
of Alaska Fairbanks (contact information below, you can also call by phone). 
Quyana, Quyanaqpak and Quyanaghhalek! Thank you for your help. 

Western Alaska 
Landscape Conservation Cooperative 

�
I. Mission�Statement��

The Western Alaska Landscape Conservation Cooperative promotes coordination, dissemination,
and development of applied science to inform landscape level conservation, including terrestrial-
marine linkages, in the face of landscape scale stressors, focusing on climate change.

II. Guiding�principles:���

The WA LCC will operate under the following guiding principles: 
� Consider and respect each participating organization’s unique mandates and jurisdiction.

� Coordinate with other committees, workgroups or organizations that add mutual value, 
maximize capacity, avoid redundancies, and leverage resources.

� Focus on solving biological, physical, and sociological issues to promote scientifically 
sound, outcome-based, adaptive management. 

� Respect social, political and legal limitations while promoting solutions to landscape-
level stressors (climate and related) that benefit the greater Western Alaska conservation
community.  

� Be transparent in operations and ensure access to the Western Alaska LCC process and 
products. 

III. Western�Alaska�LCC�Goals:�

The goals are not presented in priority order.

� Promote communications to enhance understanding regarding effects of climate change 
in Western Alaska 

� Support coordination and collaboration among partners to improve efficiencies in their 
common science and information activities, 

� Identify and support research, and data collection, analysis, and sharing that address 
common information needs of land and resource management decision makers,

� Enable synthesis of information at landscape and larger spatial scales,

� Enhance resource management in western Alaska through applied science and technology 
transfer.



Freeze-up observations fall 2012



What to do with observations
• For regular LEO observers: Please submit through LEO

network

• Please record observations (log sheet, computer, text message)

• E-mail observations to Ms. Mette Kaufman:
mrkaufman@alaska.edu

• Phone: (907)474-5431, Text: (907)347-5350, Fax: (907)474-7290

• You can also collect observations and send in at end of freeze-
up (when shorefast ice is stable enough to walk on) to
Ms. M. Kaufman
Geophysical Institute,
UAF, PO Box 757320
Fairbanks, AK 99775

If possible please include photos 
(email or text message)



How is your ice Alaska?



Dillingham
Photo by: Jennifer L. Skarada

Kwigillingok
Observer: Noah Andrew

10/17 - Thin ice forming on mud flats
10/23 - Ice that was pushed by the tide started to form on shore
11/02 - Tide started to push ice along shore and form small bergs
Ice with mud and sand only form when ice got thin



Ice trafficability

• Seasons ice trafficability may in part be 
determined during freeze up 

• Goal to assess travel conditions from high 
resolution remote sensing 

• Local observations may serve as ground data to 
develop techniques to evaluate trafficability and 
safety

Kotzebue
Photo by: Seth Kantner

Noatak and 
Kobuk Lake
Radar Image



Combining local observations with 
satellite data

• Building on local
observations we can
create maps of
changes in freeze-
up between 1979
and today

• Freeze-up delayed
by up to 2-3 days
per decade

• Norton Sound, Bering
Straits region,
southern Chukchi Sea
coasts



Thank you!
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Appendix E: Apangalook logbooks.  
Mildred Apangalook is the wife of the late Leo Apangalook, who was a long time resident of 
Gambell, AK. He was very interested in weather and weather data and logged observations over 
his entire life. Mildred retains copies of six years of his logs from 2000-2006, which Laura 
Eerkes-Medrano was able to scan during a layover in Anchorage in 2013. This sort of 
information is superior to that recorded at the airport weather stations because it includes 
comments about ice conditions and how the weather is affecting their activities. An example of 
the original log book is provided in Figure 10 . 

Figure 2: Sample page from Leo Apangalook's original daily log book. 
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A sample of Eerkes-Medrano’s logbook summary is provided below (Figure 11). 

Figure 3: Summaries prepared by Eerkes-Medrao from the Apangalook logs for weather and ice conditions 
around Gambell and St. Lawrence Island. Comments concerning sea-ice were noted. 
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Appendix F:   Example of raw commentary transcribed from audio recording during 
interviews (this file should not be shared but is included for FWS/WALCC personnel to 
review) 

File 122 November Monday 18, 2013 
Carole Sagoonik 
Slush formation. 
For the slush berm if it is below 30F is when it starts freezing and slush forms out there. 
Usually slush forms first and then the sea ice. It forms and it goes. Sometimes if there is no wind, 
it will stay because it give it time to freeze. 
I do not know way out there in winter time.  
We are having a very mild weather. I do not know why we are having this very mild weather. 
The storm 
 File 123. 0.54 the wind was scary during the storm.  
 We heard the wind from the storms and it  was scary, , really really scary for at least half and 
hour because we did not know if the tide was still coming up. It was starting to come over by 
some of the houses in the lower areas. 
It was about 9.30 pm. And then it picked around 3 a.m. We were getting the water from both 
sides. Sometimes the others forget to watch the 
 River, we are so worried about the ocean coming in we forget to watch.  That makes it more 
scary. 
Accidents 
Iron dog. Race, Taylor Huntington. The other year 2011, there was snow maybe. The snow 
covered the logs and he took the wrong side of the trail and went crashing. When there is high 
water, it over flows, the water comes on top of the ice, through the edges. 
Weather changes 
We had a lot of rain, lots and lots of rain. We never used to have that much but all ofa sudden get 
lots of rain in a year. Our spring seems like it happens later and ice in the ocean seem to stay 
longer. We always think that spring is going to happen earlier but always stays longer, until June. 
Winds 
In the spring time we should get N winds to blow away the ice, we do not get those too much. 
North wind all winter, south wind all summer, it seems like. 
We are getting south winds instead (?) of north winds and then the ice is not blown away. 
 The ice affects people going out hunting. They cannot go out. We hunt beluga that starts in 
April. The beluga season has not changed. The season has not changed much. 
Waves during the storm have been higher with gust of about 60 mph. 
Accidents during subsistence activities 
 4.59 
I remember last fall, a couple of months ago there was a couple being rescued from the foothills. 
They were fishing. The storm caught them, in September, 2013. It was commercial fishing and 
the community helped them out. Commercial fishing ends in mid September. The accident took 
place in September (2012? She mentioned that it was a couple of months ago)) .  
When people go fishing is about 11 miles towards the foothills, when the accident happened. 

Extreme cold 
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Yes, we are having -50F. our weather is getting real extreme, in the winter time. It never used to 
be like that. I remember because we used to get blizzards but not more than -30F and now we get 
-50F and stays like that for a couple of weeks. 
Blizzards 
I do not remember any bad blizzards this past year, I do not remember. It may have been in 
February. 
The year before we have at least two or three around February. 
No accidents during blizzards. When the weather gets real bad we stay inside. 

Lightning. 
We have more unusual lightning toward the fall. This last spring we had two fires up here and it 
is unusual to have fires up here. They were close to each other. I think they were both in June. 
Smoke jumpers came and put them out. They are professional forest fire fighters that come with 
parachutes. 
We can’t think of the evacuation road as an option. It is caught off already.  
Formation of slush/berm 
Cold days before berm in 2011. 
Maybe October was cold. I do not remember too much but it got cold right after that big storm. 
We did have snow and ice in October. If there is no snow and ice, if it is not cold we do not et an 
ice berm. You also need the waves to pile up the ice. 
First we need the slush and then we get slush going further out and the waves will bring it over. 
File 125. 
Clara Mae Sagoonick. 
Weather before the storm in 2009 
It wasn’t really raining, it got cold, it freeze up a little bit then the weather got cold and   we got 
SW winds. SW wind is the one that pushes the water in, it pushes the slush in. that is what makes 
the most high water. 
In the past two storms we also got high water with the SW west winds. 
My dad told us about the weather. When I was small we never worried about this kind of 
weather. Only until I was 10 the people started to get concerned about flooding. It was back in 
the 1960s. Now it is just like every fall, it is getting ridiculous. Every other year we are getting 
this bad weather and the erosion is on all sides. Even on the old airport, it is narrow (the road?). 

We had in the old site where the erosion is, it had a road and it had more ground, now there is 
nothing.  

Slush berm in 2009. 
6.13 -I went outside during the storm and I could see the slush. It was before it got dark and the 
slush was really far out there. We have pictures of it.  
Maybe it was, it was real windy, maybe 45 mph, gusting to I do not know what. It was S winds, 
maybe. We spent the night at the school during that storm. It was my family, my mom and 
maybe a couple of other families but when the tides went down, the peoples went home. 
Water level 
During the first time (_2009-), I do not know how high it was. Maybe less than a foot below the 
bank down there. The second time, in 2011 it wasn’t too bad, I’m not sure (note to me, check 
with Jon Rosales). 
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This past week, it was so windy, it was so scary. I was home alone, they were in Unalakleet. It 
was scary because my nephew, he asked me if I wanted to go and see the wood and it I said yes 
and when we got back here it was just right back here.  
The wood is right here. I just got super scared and he asked me if I wanted to go and see the river 
and he brought me down and it was just right there.! 
L- the water just to the bank? 
C- yes.  
L- some fish racks were covered in water but not very many. The wood, the cache back there 
was all under it (under the water). 
Id did not check the airport because the four wheelers was not working but then he came back 
and we went back to the old airport and that sure eroded. 
http://news.yahoo.com/huge-alaska-storm-leaves-region-damage-assessed-191512515.html 
2011 storm impacts 
Tonia. Not only the old site but here in town, all along it all eroded. Where there never used to be 
wood the wood was on top and where you go pick berries, black berries, and raspberries, it’s all 
covered with wood and maybe salt water and maybe they won’t grow because the salt water 
damages (-them-).  
L- how far do you go to pick berries? 
T-We go anywhere, –(to pick berries-) you can walk or go with four wheeler or by boat. In some 
places where the water went over the salt water and the ice that was pushed up damaged the 
tundra with the berries, so where they used to grow, they do not grow anymore. 
L- was that from the two years ago storm? The 2011? 
T-yes 
Everything has been affected, (by the storms), I think so, you used be able to see bears down the 
coasts there is hardly any that would come down and eat, The wolves that used to see every year, 
I did not see them.  
L- what kind of bears? 
T- Grizzlies and black bears, they would come down the beach and eat the carcases on the beach. 
Subsistence activities 
C-Fishing is different than before. Usually, the month of October, September October, the river 
freezes. It freezes late again, people usually go out and go tom cod fishing, trout? fishing and 
they were not able to do that again this year. 
The ice is still thin. The same with the spring time weather (this year). When Eugene was talking 
about the Herring fish, I’m a Herring fishermen and commercial fishing. Herring with all the ice 
out here, I not do very well Herring time because you fish further along and you have to push out 
and go move to a different spot as the ice came in, then we had to go down to Unalakleet and  the 
ice was just bad down there. There was hardly any wind. 
That ice stayed but you could see the ice, big ice chunks moving with the current and it piles up 
and if you weren’t careful, you could ruin your boat and your motor. 
The current would go out and then come back (with the tides). 
Herring season is in June, sometimes it is in May. Last year we wanted to get Herring and Kara 
to put away for winter time, the Kara you really could not find because they spawn way out 
(from the beach). 
Herring eggs (Kara), the herring eggs you pop, you pop and get the eggs, the herring sack roll. 
T- Our cache was out there and water came all up, all around there was water. 
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In 2011 storm, people wanted fly out here to take pictures but some reason everything died, the 
cameras, the video cameras, and they said that from the air we looked like an island. Water all 
over. You had water from down here, outside of the bay all the way to Brown hill. 
The peak of the storm did not happen until the evening, between the time it gets dark and the 
early morning hours. They have the same thing every year, meeting evacuation and stuff.  
They have the same meetings, FEMA comes in, people come in and nothing is done and they 
talk about evacuation by the time they want to do it, is too late, the storm is here and they say it 
is not safe to go out. 
And then they talk about our evacuation road, the bridges, and the state say it does cost too much 
money. 
What is it going to take before get .. when we lives are lost? When it is too late? When our town 
is gone? What are we going to do after?    
L- Edgar Jackson said people should have their boats ready. 
T- yes they do but then by the time they want to evacuate the people, it is too bad because we 
can’t go anywhere. And it is going to be too late. 
Axel brought you down to the old runway? did you climb up on top? It is 28 steps from where it 
eroded to the bank. Once that goes it’s going to keep going. It is going to be eaten and how much 
time would we have to leave here? 
From the ocean side, from the bank to the other river bank. 
We measure those steps when my mom and I came down. Same day I came back from 
Unalakleet. 
I went down for wrestling and cheer leading. 
It was wider than that but with this year storm we lost more land than 2009 and 2011 combined. 
The water was really high and there was no slush there. 
If you look behind the houses how the wood is piled up in some places. If you look at our 
neighbour houses and ours back here, the wood came up. It broke. The wood berm broke. 
L- yes, in some places there is really noting. Axel said it just got clean (of wood) from the storm. 
T- yes, if our cache wasn’t back here, I think that wood would ‘ve come right up. 
If you look it back there the wood pile is all gone. It’s all gone. It is all down the coast at 
chow?..willows?. a big pile  

C-All the wood that used to be is down that way there but the new one is down there. 
Slush in 2009? 2011? was all the way from the wood all the way to wards the ocean. When you 
look out towards the ocean, you could see the slush rolling the waves, you cold see it. and then 
you could see the open water, the breakers but can you imagine that? 
T- looking at photos. There is no wood at the mouth either    
C-we get the houses, then the huge wood berm then the beach. Then there is the slush and then 
open water. In the open water you could see the breakers. The slush is like a white sheet. And did 
not break, but when it gets to the beach it would come up and leave the slush and come back out 
and then another one would come and do the same thing again and it just piled up. 
The slush sheet does not break. Breakers are out in the open water. As the breakers come it got to 
the slush and the slush just rolled in (the slush) and then it got to the beach and the water came 
out but it leaves the slush and then it just builds up.  
L- do you need a strong wind?  
C- yes you need a very strong wind.  
It got high like the wood. Taller than I was. 
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There was no slush and we do not know where it came from. it was just there. It was not cold. It 
was like this, just windy, rough, very rough.  
The wood pile used to be 30 feet wide, was the wood pile. From the bank all the way to the 
water. 
We had the wood berm right behind here. The wood berm was real high, wide, big and the slush 
was way out here and the waves, the breakers were out there and when it came in it was like a 
sheet. And this whole thing right here was under water (towards the river). The slush was 
extending about a mile along the coast, it pile up as high as we are and it went all the way down 
to the water. It did pile up onto the wood and then it was, I do not know how deep it was because 
when we got down there it was already frozen. 
L-it went from the beach all the way to the wood pile 
C- yes.  
C-My son died Nov 9, 1996 and I was in a trial and they gave me this map after the trial. 
When we used to look up at that spot in the open, the whole brown area was covered in water. 
Everything was covered with water. 
L-The river flooded eh 
C- yes. 
C-The storm we had was the same one that Katrina had. We eventually got it. 
Arial map. I’m not sure how much of this was under water. But all this area. 
There is a lake behind here, and it is getting really narrow too. 
There is no evacuation road. It would have to be close by here, in the town or here, before the old 
site. There is across side of the river there is a part that is high. There is some high ground where 
the road could be built. If they build something from here to the foothills that would not work. 
If they relocate here it will be to the foothills but there are lots of bears.  
There are rarely black bears, but there are brown bears. 
2009 video. The waves got bigger that evening. There was snow on the ground but not slush. 
Changes in storms. 
Not much changes in spring storms, they are not as bad. 
Looking at pictures from first storm in 2013. 
T- Next year anybody standing there (on top of the bank) next time, springtime, summer time, 
they are gong to fall. 
Those are where the outhouses were, but you could see how much that is a lot of ground we lost 
and you can see (a little cave) gone down. The community building, is gone. We stopped and 
took photos. The floor is hanging out and eroded underneath it.  
That is the end of old airport because you can tell how wide the road is from right there to there ( 
showing pic). As you get further over it gets narrower.  
L- the road to the airport is covered with wood and it is washed away. 
T – looking at this photos, you see how much you’ve got from the ocean, the next storms when it 
goes over, it only got that much (the 28 steps). 
That was the old dump (looking at photos). 
The slush formed just overnight in 2011. 
The photos you just saw, it’s outside of our house and then after the storm you can see what a big 
difference it was. 
L- yes, you can see how in 2011 the slush did protect your town. 

File- 128, Linda and Gary Aragak evening of Monday November 11, 2013 
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Weather changes  
G-It is getting warmer in general. 
La- warmer winters and cooler summers? 
G-Yes, about like that., warmer in winter. 
Linda- it seems like it’s wetter summers too.  
La- lots of rain? 
Linda- yes, I men just in the 12 years that I’ve been here. 

Blizzards 
Linda- in the last couple of years we haven’t had a lot of blizzards. It was three or four years 
ago that we had that one that lasted for about three weeks.  
La- when what that? 
Linda- I want to say it was like February, three years ago. But we kept business as usual. The 
kids all play out. Two years ago we had the big storm like the one we just had. Homeland 
security said we could not have school, so they (the kids) just went out and play in the storm 
and took pictures and watch. 

Effects of last storm, Nov 7.  
G -it started in the afternoon. 
Linda. Yes, it hit at 1 a.m. and then it got worse after this (showed picture of piles of wood). 
We had the storm all night. The wind was blowing the spray all over those logs.  
La- In the first part the waves were pushing of the logs and in the second the waves were 
crashing at the edge of the  beach and the spray was coming all the way over the logs. 
5.40 Linda. After that our neighbour was standing right here by the window watching and my 
neighbour was standing by the window and ..we both went holy cow and they turned out and 
shine the spot lights over here and that is when the log berm breached and it just came right 
up in our yard and it was just liquid. And I though  we should get concerned. It was nerve 
racking, it was about 1.30 or 2 a.m  in the morning when the wood berm broke. 
You can see this pic 11 years ago and you can see how much grass there was and now the 
water was coming all the way up to here (in the pic). All of this (bank erosion) just happened 
in the last three storms.  
La- half of the logs were gone with the past storm. 
Linda- yes. You see at the corporation store, now the logs are clear up to here (the front of 
the corporation). That is how much beach erosion we have had in the last 12 years.  
From the past two storms we lots all of the land. We had a storm before, in 2011. In the last 8 
years, you can see how much the beach has changed and the wood piles. That time, when the 
waves started coming (in 2011), like a tsunami. 8 or 9 a.m. they were slow at the beginning 
of the storm, they were just this giant but the wind is coming, it has not hit yet. The wind is 
here and within and hour it  was violent out there. 
Now I know how people in Indonesia felt when they saw those big waves coming and they 
don’t realize the violence of that.  
G- the storm two years ago and this past (week) storm were about the same intensity. 
Linda- during this storm, it got violent within about an hour. 
I leaned into the wind to see if it would hold me up and it did and I’m 230 pounds. That was 
it two years ago in November 2011. November 9, 2011.  
File 128, 10.36 min   
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You see all that slush and ice that it kind of stopped it. Do you see how it would suck it back 
out? 
La how high was the berm? 
Linda- it did not breach this log berm because it was already frozen with ice. That is what 
saved us, we did not have that this time. But then we went to the old airport to look at the ice 
chunks that were out there and all of a sudden it flooded while we were there. All of a sudden 
we saw thousands and thousands of mice running all over and it is because they were getting 
flooded out. You see (at the pic) all these black dots are mice running. Our dog likes to chase 
mice. It just happened within an instant. We were standing there and he started just yelling at 
me let’s lets go and I was taking pictures and video taping the mice not knowing that the 
water was coming to us. That is how fast it flooded. That water just came in an instant 
without any warning. 
La- the water was from the river eh? 
Linda- yes, it was coming from the mouth of the river. But we had snow and ice and that is 
what saved us. The year before or two years before we did not get anything because of the 
ice. We had giant chunks of ice two years ago that piled up against the wood. So it saved us 
from anything. The river and tundra are flooded (showing pic) that is Betty K, the water is so 
close to their house from the River. 
We had this big ice chunks, so when there is a storm out here it did not do anything because 
of all this ice, in 2009. 
That is just ice (chunks) and the storm packed that ice and it just made it 
The ice is sea ice pushed over. That is what saved us. There it is (the ice) piled up against the 
school. But the waves just piled it so we did not have any damage. But in 2011 we did have 
snow but we did not have ice like that that is why the logs moved. This year, we did not have 
anything because it has not been cold enough. The only ice we have is on the street (me little 
paddles of rain water frozen). 
La- how cold was it before the storm in 2011?  
Gary- maybe a month or month and a half. 
Linda- you can see the waves out here but because we had all that ice, that saved us and we 
did not get anything. You see all those logs that used to be down there and now those and all 
of these is in our backyard. 
All that now is in our backyard and a lot of that is at the foothills now (logs). 
You cannot get down to the foothills anymore because of the cold. 
Linda- we are about 15 ft above sea level. The water got this high (looking at the pic). 
Last year we did have the sea ice and the river did not thaw until the middle of June. 
We have a camp up river and we did not manage to get there. May 13 we got up there but it 
was cold, really cold year. 
Wind Changes 
G- no, it is kind of consistent. 
Changes in Currents 
G- we get two tides, low in the morning and high in the afternoon 
Weather changes  
G - This year it was cold in the spring, later than other years. 
The biggest changes is rain and more rain and flash rain. We had so much rain.  
Linda- we used to be able to drive on the beach until the (past) storm and now you cannot 
drive anymore. Those logs used to be just out here.  
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We had so much rain this fall. 
Blizzards 
Linda- 12 years ago it was like high 90s for several weeks and now we have a couple of days 
that is in the 90s. 
We had to have windows open and fans on and had not have that in a long time. we may 
have one day in the 80s.  we try to grow a garden up river and the ground is not warm so 
even if we have 24 hours of daylight, nothing is going to grow. 

Accidents due to weather changes 
Linda-Wendy and David died. The weather was not supposed to get that bad that quick, it 
was fall. They were just going from Koyiak to Unalakleet and the weather got too rough and 
they just sank. It was too late for anybody to go and rescue then. 
People here are not really trained to rescue anybody but they are just willing bodies. 
Swells 
Linda- We get swells and rollers during those storms. We have not had a really bad winter in 
quite a few years. 
G- Two years ago it was a bad one. 
Linda we had 45 days of consecutive days of minus 40F weather it was notthat much snow 
but just cold it was bittern and long and long and long. 
It was February and March. 
G- it was January and February. 
Linda, for the Iditarod they like it cold. When it was the last time Jamie Brook ran? Six years 
ago? Seven years ago? 
G- it was six years ago. 
Linda-he was the first one here and he kept saying are you sure I’m in Shaktoolik? He had 
frostbite on this feet because it was so warm he put on his tennis shoes to run with his dogs 
so that his dogs would not get over heated. It was really warm that year, and the snow had 
started to melt but after the Iditarod we got another storm. 

Higher water?    
G- yes, it is just an overflow.  
Linda- to me we sit here and before its start getting darker I would tell him, it feels like the 
ocean is higher than it usually is. We notice before this last storm that it did look higher on 
the horizon. It would make sense because if the ice is warming and melting, ocean is going to 
get higher. This year I noticed it. The water in the horizon seems higher.  
G for a few hours before the storm. 
Linda- and that is when he said yes, it seems like the storm is coming. You sometimes they 
predict this big storms and they don’t happen. 
In what year was it that homeland security did not want us to go to school and there was not 
even a storm at all, not even wind. Was it last year? 
But our weather here is different than Unalakleet and Koyiak. If they have bad weather it is 
sunny and clear here and the other way around. 
Shaktoolik has its own little weather.     
When we had the storm in 2011, the day after the storm, we wanted to go to Minessota and 
Unalakleet was having a blizzard and whiteout and we thought we can’t get to Unalakleet, 
and we were clear and all of a sudden they called and said the plane will be here in ten 
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minutes. I though who is the idiot flying in this weather and we left and it was clear here and 
we got over foothills down there to Gavik? right? And then we circled and he could not land 
because it was complete whiteout in Unalakleet. The pilot was just circling and it cleared for 
a little bit so we were able to land in.       
We got engaged in 2005, that year the storm was the week after September 28. We got 
engaged when the storm hit. He took me to school and the water was 4 or 5 ft. He and others 
were watching (the water) in case we all had to run. I do not know where to there is no place 
to run. He came by to take me to school and the water was 12 ft from the house, it had gone 
down and I told him it if it gets bad just grab my dog and come to school and get me. The 
next year, the next time we had a big storm it was in Ocboter 28 2006 and I told him how odd 
is that it is a month later and now they are all in the first part of November, so the storms are 
getting later and later. it is weird that they are a month later. I think the 2006 was a stronger 
storm than the one when we got married. They are getting stronger but they are different 
because of the ice (lack). When he was little the ice would go all the way to Beresbor.  
L- how far was the slush ice in 2009?  
Linda – it was going out. but in 2011 it was not going that far. 
G- there was a lot of ice still going out (in 2009) before the storm. 
Linda but it did not get all the way down to Beresbor. 
G- I think it was getting close already, there was already a lot of ice that year. 
Linda, - it was 5 miles from here (in 2009).  
It was not going all the way to Beresbor but it went out several miles. The photos are from 
November 12, 2009, the time, 3.37 a.m is not the right time because it would have been pitch 
black. It is when the waves were out on top of the slush. Compare it with the next day. So the 
storm in 2009 was on November 11.  
November 8 was the actual storm in 2011. November 9 was the day after it hit. Now all the 
wood (piles) come all the way up to here, in our backyard. I was afraid it would come 
through the door. 
The storm here the last bad one was on November the 9. (the photos are from the 10). Right 
by the airport, at the mouth of the river it was covered with logs and there are no logs now. 
There is no grass on this side of the road (of the area flooded). 
 
File 129, November 12, 2013. 
Gloria Andrew   
Accidents due to bad weather. 
My brother had an accident, he drown, in June last year. It as a small boat. They were salmon 
fishing. When they started taking in water only one boat went up there. Everybody else just 
watched on the beach because it was windy and breakers. Not a storm like the ones we just 
had. Tom Edward Sagoonick? July 16, 2010. NSEDC fall news letter. There were at least 15 
boats forming a boat train in memory of him. My brother, they could not find him fro two 
days after the boat sank. There are three crosses past the old airport. They went (my brother) 
and pull out their nets, put them in the boat and they were starting to head back towards the 
mouth and that is when they started taking on water.  
L- north of the river?  
Gloria, yes more like in the Ocean and their boat, as soon as they sink a boat came just in 
take to take the two of them but my brother was already under water. The boats was past the 
old airport. That is where my dad put the tripod.  
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The boat was always visible, just the bow. And I think my brother was still clinging on to the 
boat. Then when they went to get the boat it was still choppy. The boat was still in the ocean 
and they roped it and he got lose from the boat and drifted away and wasn’t found until a 
couple of days later washed ashore. 
I do not remember the storm in 2009, I remember the one in 2006 and the 2011. those are the 
ones that people talk the most about.   
10.32, she shows me pictures. 
This year I took a video too before the storm. I have pictures of the old site, the community 
house. (She is showing me the pictures with the piles of wood.).  
We used to have piles and piles of wood, we must have had a good 10 feet of wood. The 
wood lying went all the way down here. Now there is no wood. Now most of our wood is 
gone. We had wood at the mouth of here and it was a good nice high pile of wood that went 
higher than over this way and now all that wood is washed away. This wood on the north 
side it went into the tundra. The logs are only a few of the ones we had along the beach. The 
wood along this side went pushed towards the foothills. 
We could se the storm coming. The night of November 9, 2013 I was in Unalakleet. It was a 
helpless feeling being over there and my family over here. I did not mind my stuff. I moved 
to the school, my daughter was scared about her brother. 
In Unalakleet we noticed the storm was starting because the wind started to pick up. It was 
warm before the storm. It was warm and rainy. The south end of Unalakleet was starting to 
take on water. The dock where boats go and park that was filling up with water. There was an 
electrical wire that snapped because of the high wind and the village was out of electricity for 
about an hour and a half. The school just as soon as the power goes out in the village, the 
school has its own generator and it turns on. I think the power went out a few times. Here 
people do beach coming but it is not for clams, we look for mastodons, anything. I’ve found 
a mastodon. They are black. Mastodons, when you first find them the yare all black.  
Changes in weather 
I go out fishing and this year is getting a long longer to get ice. It has been rainy and warm. 
Usually in October you could start ice fishing down here.  
There were a lot of berries, we had raspberries and then for the salmon berries and 
blueberries you have to go out of town. 
We get bears, they just come the beach for any washed up animals, it could be a walrus. I’m 
not sure if the yare black or brown. In 2009 there was a bear running around in town so 
everybody stayed home while there were quite a few bear patrols. 
They just scared off the bear. I remember a bear running around in town at night. The bear 
would come during the night while everybody was sleeping. We could see footprints the next 
day and some people would see though their windows. That ws I think 2009.  
The wind 
To know about the direction of the wind I look at the wind mills over there.  
L- when coming to your place I had wind on my face.  
G- then it was west wind. 
People go fishing when it is this cold. The serious fishermen. They do ice fishing. I know 
they love to ice fish. 
I’ve been wanting to get him fish (in an aquarium). 
Changes in Fog 
It does seem foggier this fall. The fog seems thicker. 
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The light, the daylight still goes through it but we just turn the lights on our vehicles. It does 
stay longer in the day. 
My favourite season is summer, when it is hot and I take my kids swimming more down and 
we go down past the old airport and swim in the river. 
If it is raining I do not go out but it depends on how warm it is outside, if it rains but it is nice 
and warm I still go out. 
Other weather related accidents. 

There was another accident this summer, commercial fishing, they went out when it was 
choppy too. And they started taking on water and sank. Not too far from the beach they sank 
and the community, once they heard that they were taking on water 
The community rushed over and I think a boat went out and help. It was Dan ketchtag? and 
Vince Econ? They were commercial fishing. The fish come in each fish come in at a 
different time. first is the herring and they fish for herring. 
Herring, they come in end of May beginning of June 
Then kind salmon start coming in, from mid June and then the humpies come in.  
The boat that sank there were no fatalities. It was around end of July. they could have been 
fishing for silver or chum. I do not know. 
It (the accident) was due to the breakers. 

Any more accidents now due to weather, than before? 
Not that I remember. Just seems that within the last few years there are more accidents. 
Accidents happened when people are boating from village to village. There was one last year, 
a boat travelling from Koyuk and trying to get to Unalakleet and they were reported missing 
and they found only one of them. 

When someone goes missing, they alert the planes and they keep an eye. 

File 130. Harvey and Arlene, November 12, 2013. 
L can you explain to me why some people say that the berm in 2009 was really high and 
other people mention a different height? 
H -  the berm  was 50 or 60 feet high below the corporation building right where you were 
staying and maybe 100 feet long. There was another berm that formed by the school but it 
wasn’t as high, maybe 20 to 30 feet high and yet that was maybe 30 or 40 feet wide. Those 
were in 2009?. Yes, in 2009 at the time there was ice floes. The ice was open into majors? 
That is why it formed that way. We did have a SW wind although it wasn’t very strong it just 
came up and it was just there.  It just formed over night. During the 2009 storm, we had that 
slush going to Beresbor towards the mountain (after the storm).  
L-The berm is like at least four four wheelers on top of each other. 
H-yes. 
L- how cold was it before the storm ? 
H-  it was a moderate winter at that time. 
A- moderate fall, it cooled off when it was supposed to, at the time it was supposed to, 
instead of raining like it did this year. 
H- you can see open water back there (in the pic) because that happened not too long after 
(the storm, the pic shows the open water behind the slush). 
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L- it formed over night,  
H- yes more likely when the tide came up. 
L- and the winds were SW? 
H- yes 
This (pic) is by the school and it is much smaller. There were different kinds of ice flows.  
A- that is why the erosion because we do not have that slush. Nothing to protect us. 
Weather changes 
Storms in the last two days, the winds were 45 to 50 mph but before that, in January a couple 
of years ago we had a warning for the wind, it broke at 55 mph but this is in January and we 
had formation already and nothing really happened. That was somewhere in the 
neighbourhood of 2006.  
Accidents due to the weather 
There have been preventable ones. Poor judgement calls I guess. One man drowned. Like I 
said, poor judgment call these were young fishermen now.  
A- It was not even a storm.  
H- It wasn’t stormy, just high tide it was windy, with a 25 to 30 mph. out of the S, SW and I 
believe the current was moving rapidly and when it moves rapidly you get big waves.    
 A- it was just poor judgement. 
H we have two currents, in spring time it goes from S to N most of the time and in winter N-
S. 

L- did the accident happened in the spring? 
H- in July. mid July during the salmon fishing.  
A- July 16.  Two or three years ago.  
L- that would be 2010. 
H they were lots of breakers when they went down. 
A- this year there was an accident but nobody drowned, that was by the foothills right at the 
end of the fishing season. 
10.51  
H- that was another preventable one. the corporation had just gas tank storage tanks and 
because of the amount of rain we had water went in (the tank) and during delivery of the 
barges there was water in the fuel. They should have check the storage tank before making a 
sail. 
If you have water you are not going to get started, you are going to be death in the water. 
A- and it was rough, and it was dark. 
H- My son can give you a good version of that, he was there. 
A- He was a witness to it. had he not gone when he did I guess they would have not made it 
because their boat swamped, the anchor line broke and they were forced to go to the beach 
and their boat swamped and they were thrown over board, both of them. One have a life vest 
and the other didn’t. 
H- they both had life vests. 
L- the end of the fishing season when is that 
A- end of August, first part of September, first few days in September. 
La- Dale mentioned that there is water coming up during the ice dog races. 
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H- this year the water (from this past storm) came up almost the same amount, I could not 
really tell because my markers came up but it was pretty close. It was 12 feet above normal 
tide.13.34. 
L- what month was that? 
H- that is the picture of the marker down here and the water was all the way to the bottom of 
the bank down here and the water rose 7.3 feet (during this past storm). When you leave you 
can take a picture of the marker down there. You can see where the water is. 
A- the storm was Saturday November 9 so the picture was taken Sunday morning November 
10 and he went down when the tide went down.  
H- those are the markers that the coastal engineers set up.  
Weather changes 
H- this year the storm happened at night and we could not really see the amount of breakers 
unless we had the truck lights. There were breakers out there, however, at 11 pm there was 
slush out front and there were hardly any breakers at all. 
File 130. 16.18   
A- I noticed this year there was a lot of rain, lots of rain. We had rain rain rain. All the time 

there was rain. 
H- we had a dry summer, shortly after. 
L- Your rain season is from when to when. 
A- It’s usually to September and you can hardly see after that but this year it was just 

different, it rained and rained. 
H- Usually our fall starts in September and gradually it gets colder. October you have 
Sikughlluggaq or ice formation up both in the river and in the ocean and November you have 
ice freezing out in the ocean and by November you have 7 or 8 inches thick and this year is 
not the case. 

Some people may be going ice fishing. It has been cold for three days now (today is nov12, it 
started getting cold on Sunday).  
There are some people who love to fish even though it is windy. 
Today not too long ago in Nunavut people were getting stuck in the ice. They are in the cold 
weather. They started freezing long time ago. Today not too long ago in Nunavut people 
were getting stuck in a  blizzard. Because of that I knew we are going to get cold this winter, 
maybe. Time will tell, December and January, we will find out. 
A- we had a rough December and January because we were below minus dais in. 
H this was in 1985, but last year the average was maybe 2 and a half months with minus 20F 
or more. During December and January. We ran out of wood, but before that our twenty 
minus 30F minus would last two weeks and then turn out to 5F to 10F below average. Since 
last year, there has been a real change in temperature. Getting colder in January, starting in 
mid-December, maybe. 
Some days we have to wait until it warms up a little bit to get some wood in March. That is 
when some people start hauling in wood from the tree line, in March `haul in some wood.  
Changes in sea ice 
H- according to winter crabbers the ice is thicker from what it usually is. We have some 
winter crabbers here and they would tell you. they say it’s been thicker. 
 They should be going in January, February, March and when the ice conditions are right 
they go in December. 
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L what is a good ice condition? 
H- the ice not too thick, maybe 2 and a half to 3 feet thick. Somewhere in there, maybe 
less.Then on the other hand, we have layers of ice too which make it a lot thicker and that 
could be a problem because of all the currents that we have. 23.25. 
Diagram: 
We have the ice and then we have layers of ice so the pressure ridge and there the normal 
two feet. The sometimes during the winter time we had a lot of currents and this the original 
layer (on diagram) and then sometimes it will go over. Just like the picture I showed you, 
how it starts layer of ice going on top of another layer of ice. 
L- there is the original ice layer of 2 ft and then the other one of one ft thick goes over. 
H, this is the original first layer (of 2 ft, bottom layer) and there will be a the thicker layer. 
The first is the thicker, 2 ft. layer 
L- and then the tide comes and goes over the first one and makes a younger thinner layer of 
ice like a one ft thick. 
H- yes.  
L- is that becoming more of a problem? 
H- sometimes, because the ice breaks off and comes up again sometimes and that could be 
the cause of it and this is because of winds and currents.  

L- are the wind in currents changing making for a thicker ice? 
H- the currents I believe they are stronger because it seems that every time we get a (25.39) 
N wind like this, it’s gone (the ice) after it forms. And I’m saying maybe 6 or 7 inches thick 
maybe to a foot thick and it seems like it will stay for good now with a N moderate wind it 
will take off and now its happening more often than not. We were surprised when there is no 
ice out front eh? And it is in the middle of winter and there is no ice. With the cold it forms 
real quick.  
L- are you having more extremes, very cold and very hot? 
H-yes, Sometimes in between you get a lot of pressure ridges.  
By February we have shorefast ice because of all the pressure ridges that have formed near 
the beach have sink into the bottom and you have open water 3 o4 4 miles out.  

Swells 
H they are more common specially towards, closer to the beach sometimes (you notice it) it 
just sips on top (from under the ice). 
That happens when its coldest. Maybe January or February, sometimes March. 
During the  storm 2009, the day after the storm we would see the next day the waves on top 
of the slush. 
The storm in 2009 it was like a day. It was overnight and it subsided by next day. Theses 
storm start early afternoon and by 2 or 3 in the evening  (morning) they 

pick and tides start going out, until the next day and the next day they go back to normal tides.  
Depending on the moon that has a lot to do with our tides, during full moon our tides are usually 
the highest which was the case last week (?). 
A-they usually subside by 2 or 3 or start going down by 2 or 3 in the morning. 
When the tide goes out it goes out really fast. 
L-In six hours all the water goes? 
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A- pretty much. The tides starts coming up at 3 p..m. in afternoon? By 2 or 3 in the morning. 
H- sometimes we have two tides but right now we have one tide. In the summer and towards the 
fall we have two tides coming. In winter we have one tide. 

Looking at pic- you see my marker (nail). 
H-that is how high it got during the first storm last week. Those are the lines that show how 
high it went. The first line was from the first storm. The second line was from the second 
storm. Lots of water.  
A- you would be surprised if you were here how much water there is.  

Concerns about the storm 
H- I wasn’t because I knew how high it came up in 2009 and 2011 and to me it seemed that it 
would be in the same area when the tide really slowed down way, when the tide was slow 
coming up.  
People were really afraid. 
36.20 
Lightning 
H – we get lightning in the end of May, June and we are having  more fires than we used to, 
small fires of course. People putting them quickly. 
Arlene- they send smoke jumpers 
H- and we never used to get fires in springtime. 

Storms become more frequent, there is more lighting. When I was growing up there was once 
(lightning) in the summer and that was it and now we get more than a couple. 
A-The last one was in August. We could not believe the thundering and lighting. It was mid-
August. 
H- yes, that late in the season.  
Now early in spring time winds were more from the north now they are more easterly that is 
when the really really warm winds come and the thunderclouds start forming, during the east 
winds.    
Winds 
L that is a change you’ve notice, winds were more from the north and now they are more 
from the east. 
H-Now they are more easterly (in spring). 

 Winds were more from the north one time in Shaktloolik but now they are more NE all the time. 
You get N winds yes, but not for long. Going to Gloria’s house you get N wind. N towards 
Beresbor. East winds are thunderstorm. 
We are having more NW winds after August. They were rare, they did not occur when we were 
growing up. It is normal to have them during the summer time but normal after freeze up.  
A- In the fall time, after August, the West wind was very rare and when we were growing up it 

was not there but now we are having them more often after freeze up. 
He was saying that the westerly winds coming more common after freeze up. They were not 
common when we were growing up but now more often than not they are here, in the winter, he 
said after freeze up. 
During the storms, if we get wind from the S we are ok but if it went to a SW, direct hit we 
would really be in trouble. We would really be in trouble because it would come right at us and 
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there is nothing that would stop it. When it turns to the west we are safe because it protects us 
that. So we are not worried if it switches to the west because it protects us (Beresborouh)? 
In the spring the prevalent wins are more easterly winds. As it progresses towards the summer it 
progresses this way towards the south and we cannot go fishing. 
South winds are more common when it gets warmer, in July. This past season they could not go 
fishing in July because it was too stormy. 
We have a son that lives in Wisconsin and he comes here to go fishing in the summer to go 
fishing. 
L- how do you know if it is going to be windy or bad weather? 
H- By the cloud formation. A lot of times there will be a cap on the island, a cloud or cap with a 
good moderate onshore wind.  
L- how do you know if it is moderate or high wind? 
H- By looking  at clouds over towards the horizon by Cape Denby they’d form. (51.55). In fall 
they have small gray clouds, puffy, and sometimes they disappear on and off which will tell you 
even if it is calm here, beyond Cape Denby is very windy. Sometimes during an oncoming hard 
East wind the same thing will happen, that way, turn towards the hills you see white small puffy 
clouds coming and going and disappearing quickly and then you know there is going to be some 
wind.  
L- coming from the east? 
H-Yes 
Spring- winds are from East, sometime you get some puffy smoke clouds 
that way and you know there is going to be East wind somewhere. 
Someone will tell you a different version. essentially the east wind. As summer progresses you 
have more prevailing winds from the south, in the fall they are more West winds and in  
Winter they are more NW, now it is N wind but in a cold calm cold day it maybe NE and not 
more than 10 or 15 kn maybe. But when it blows it switches N and it may be windy. 
N winds are stronger usually. They are from 20 to 25 kn. The greatest I’ve seen is 50 plus kn. 
And in a real sunny day like this you can’t see your neighbours house?. (54.31)-Sometimes 
during a long cold we can’t wait to see a temperature inversion or mirages because it tells you it 
will warm up tomorrow.  
That is always the case, it will always happen. They happen anywhere, the last one was March 
or April this year. 
A- it also warms up without mirages. 
H- I learned from parents and a grandfather who would go shortly after sunset and stand on the 
road and look at the horizon for any signs of mirages and usually they know if it is going to be 
windy tomorrow or if it is going to be calm tomorrow. And that is how usually they decided that 
they would get ready tonight and go hunting in the morning. 
If it is real clear with no sign of heat waves or mirages that was a good indication that it would 
be decent tomorrow morning. If you see the heat wave you should just stay home. There would 
be a rapid change.  
I had my papa watch. I never see nothing but a fine contrast. After the sunset or before the 
sunset. 
One thing I learned when I started commercial fishing, on a real calm day not a ripple in the 
water and the water is really dusty (dirty?) and salt going by it indicates that we should pull out, 
that tomorrow it is going to be windy. Her dad was an expert at that. When he pulls out after he 
pulls out then I pull out. ON the same calm evening. 
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Spring   
The last time I observed this was late July. I was out doing commercial fishing and I saw the dirt 
and stuff but over the years even on a calm day, pick your net. It is like a silt it sticks to the net. 
It is brown on the net and it happens more and more, earlier and earlier and because of that a lot 
of people aren’t catching much fish.  

A- because it ruins your net too.  
H- it just gets thicker and thicker. 
L- you mentioned the ice is getting thicker? 
H- Last winter there was a lot of ice but not much crabbing ice. I do not know what happen 
even in the summer crabbing season they did very poorly. 
A- and our spring is long, very long. Long and cold this past spring. 

H- our springs are colder too. 
Last summer it was the first time that I fished with a down jacket. For the last two years, it 
seems colder. 
The wind chill. The wind here it is somewhat less than what happens at the airport. 
There are a lot of times when we get phone calls for weather observation and I have to go to 
the airport and look and we are just 1.3 miles apart. It is always windier at the airport and 
weather is always different over there. 

A- He was an agent for Era for years and years and he just retired in January. That was  his job. 
Now our son Larsen is doing it. 

H-When there is an accident, we’ll ask them (Era planes) and they’ll look they are really helpful 
in that area.  We’ll ask them the water conditions in Norton Bay and or what is like at the 
foothills and beyond. 1.04.38 and they’ll let us know. 
A lot of times we talk to them before we go on a hunting trip.  
File 131.Veronica, Lolly James. 
Veronica a tractor exposed on the west beach and old tars. They had made a runway . first they 
were still and we had to put a mesh?. 
Now where the tars used to be it is all now exposed. The first storm when the runway was 
exposed. 
My garage was blow away, with the storm it did not have a door and I was going to take it down 
so it did not worry me. 
The beach is getting closer to my house every year. It eroded like 20 feet from the ocean. 
File 132 Carole Ningeulook, Shishmaref 
We go hunting not far from the village. There was an accident this fall. They were fishing. It was 
a king of a big fish. The ice was thinner than usual and there was an accident. My nephew got 
him out.  
 I’m not sure how strong the winds were during the storm. 
Ice was starting to form before the storm. The y had to put some stuff up and some things were 
hard to come up the poles. There waves still coming in but it got worse and it destroyed the 
dump. It was real high water and the dump got water all around the edges.  
It was during the first storm. It got worse than this (pics). The fish racks are gone now. Some of 
them washed off to see. I took pics before the storm now. This (pics) the poles were for the racks 
and some were hard to remove. 
You could see the waves, like 12 ft waves. The wind was coming from the N , NW maybe.  
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Appendix G: Example interview topic summary 
Example of summary of raw information from a public meeting in Shaktoolik, November 2013. 
Commentary at community meetings tends to range across a wide variety of environmental 
issues. 

Weather impacts 

Impacts - season 
• Wind – fall and winter
• Waves – fall and winter
• Storms – fall and winter
• Fog – spring and summer
• Thin ice – winter, not cold enough
• Rain – winter
• Chinook – comes around periodically
• Cool and wet summers
• Fall and winter not cold enough

Impacts - type 
• Coastline --erosion
• Tundra losing elevation
• Accumulation of snow and rain
• Natural barriers are losing ground
• Lose of siding and roofing during the storms
• Hunting and subsistence activities
• Ship regulations affect environment and hunting activities
• No flights
• Students have to go to school during blizzards
• Barges delivering freight and oil delivery have a hard time landing during bad weather

conditions
• Difficult to conduct equipment repairs outdoors during bad weather

Monitoring Needs: 
• Waves

– lake when it starts to rise and we become vulnerable
• Word of mouth

We are becoming vulnerable and need: 
• Tsunami warning
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• Weather forecast

Weakness: 
• Ill equipped during emergencies
• Dependency on response from the outside i.e. federal government which is slow

Infrastructure and emergency response requirements 
• Training – emergency response
• Review emergency plan
• Recruit volunteers
• Monitoring station with rallying point working 24 hrs appointed by IRA?
• Evacuation shelter
• Garage/workshop repair space (kawerak)
• Build a safe harbour for barges to land and deliver goods
• Complete the evacuation road

Critical Technical Needs 
• Swell –WX, buoys
• Satellite phones
• GPS tractors
• Shelter
• Survival food
• Medical supplies
• Transport
• Repeater – VHF, cell phone
• Revisit erosion plan, seawall
• Cheaper fuel and energy for emergency

What works: 
• Weather channel

o For planes
o For hunting

• CB radio
• 24 hours coastal patrol appointed by the IRA --?
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Shaktoolik meeting Nov. 2013, con’t 
Blizzards 
Shaktoolik is the #! Blizzard place in the world 
Too much rain,  
Cannot move to higher ground 
Evacuation road is disappearing 
Graves are disappearing 
An option is to build an elevated mound w/shelter 

Shaktoolik Summary 
Impacts from changing weather/climate: 
On animal health: 
Seals with no furs 
Fish with lesions 
Migration of whales 

From storm activity: 
Sewer and septic tank being affected 
Avec fuel tank and tank farm being affected 
Flooding 
Methane gas 
Change in fishing/drying season 
Change in foliage growth 
More thunder storms 
Lots of rain 
Are there any radiation studies? 
Lack of evacuation alternatives 
No shelter and we are cut between ocean waves 
Landmark needs upgrade 
Beacon light at the airport needs upgrade 
Septic tanks are affected 
AVEC needs to be replaced 
Need: FEMA training 

Stronger representation 
Quick access to funding 
Equipment to build a road 

Weather forecasting needs: 
For crabbers have to go 40 to 60 or 75 miles out 

For salmon that is done closer to shore / tender process 
For smaller vessesl they use NOAA national weather service 
Mostly we talk to Golovin to get the weather forecast 
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Appendix H: Example observations obtained from LEO network comments 
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Shishmaref: 
Ken Stenek 
24 Oct, Lagoon is slushy right now, some seal hunters still boating slowly around looking for 
spotted seals and young bearded seals.  Nothing really on the ocean yet even though its pretty 
calm. 

2 Nov, Strong north winds blew out the lagoon ice from the south side of the island.  But shore 
line ice is forming and goes out about 100 feet.  Slushy ice out on the outer edges some thicker 
ice that doesn't move with the waves only 50 feet out. 

Barrow:  
Joe Leavitt 
Nov 2: first calm day after persistent storms from the west that kept temperatures up and 
prevented frazil from forming led to start of formation of slush ice 

Nov 3: slush ice builds up and extends more than quarter mile offshore 

Barrow: 
Craig George 
Nov 5, Hello Hajo, just arrived back east. Left barrow last night. This has been 'the' or one of the 
latest freeze ups I can recall. We only got slush ice on Sunday 4 November. Lake freeze up was 
tied or 2nd latest in my records. 
Craig 

6 Nov, Hajo, as u probably know we had a very warm fall at barrow. We hadn't a hint of slush ice 
before 4 nov. thats very late. btw the nws has daily sea surface temp  measurements for the past 
5-10 years. I asked gina to send them. 
Driving into the storm zone today 
C 

Barrow: 
Qinugan Roddy 
November 14, 2012 I’ve taken a few pictures today of the sea ice in front of ICAS (3 Photos) 
December 20, 2012 (3 Photos) 
January 30, 2012 (7 photos) 

Toksook Bay:  
Simeon John 
First signs of different  
ice types on the ocean: 
10/01/12 - Slush ice in bay area on beach 
10/08/12 - Weather warmed, slush melted, no ice 

First signs of ice  
attached to the shore: 
2nd week Nov - 1/2 mile wide from inside bay 

Ice berm formed (ice wall 
protecting shore along beach: 
11/15/12 - Some walls forming but not solid yet 

Sea ice with mud or  
sand (dirty ice): 
Slush - ice forming across sandbars 



Ice push event (ice 
driven onto shore): 

Ice pressure ridges forming 
(floating or grounded): 

Strong Ice movement and 
fracturing 

Ice stable enough  
to walk on 
1st week Nov - river ice stable 

 Additional observations: 
10/15/12 - Storm: SE up to 80 mph - flood higher than normal. Flood drifted boats that the tide 
never reached before. Lots of grass piled up on beaches. Damaged some point 

Wales: 
Winton Weyapuk Jr. 
First signs of different  
ice types on the ocean:  
10/27/12 11:00AM - There is some very thin slush forming near 

 and along the beach 
10/29/12 11:00AM - One Wales man said he saw a single fairly 

 large ice floe moving south with the wind and 
       appeared to have walrus hauled out.  

11/03/12 11:05AM - Slush ice is thickening along the shore. Brash 
ice is 

 mixed in with the slush  
11/17/12 11:00AM - Pack ice composed of new ice and young ice 
floes and  
First signs of ice  
attached to the shore: 
11/10/12 - 1:25PM - A narrow shelf of slush is freezing along the 
beach 
12/04/12 - 11:55AM - The shorefast ice is freezing in place one mile 
north o                                 of the village.   

Sea ice with mud or  
sand (dirty ice): 
12/21/12 4:00PM - A strip of shorefast ice right along the beach got 

 covered with dark wind blown sand. It coated a 
strip 

 about 100 feet wide and 1 mile long 

Ice pressure ridges forming 
(floating or grounded): 
11/29/12 2:20PM - Few grounded floes near and along shore 
 

 Additional observations: 
10/18/12 11:00 A.M. Mixture of sand and snow freezing in place in thin layers along the shore 



Gambell: 
Paul Apangalook 
First signs of different  
ice types on the ocean: 
Mid November - Slush ice formation  
12/08/12 - The pack ice drifted into the area overnight with 

 broken up and crushed ice near shore from a storm 
       that lasted several days 

12/15/12 - No open water anywhere 
 

Unalakleet: 
Victoria Kotongan 

11/26/12 - Ice turned stable enough to walk on before this date 
 

Photos by: Victoria Kotongan 

Elim 11/21/12 
Updated Nov 27, 2012 
Photos by: Judith F. Daniels 

Lake Aleknagik: 
Daniel Chythlook 



Comments: first froze about the 10th or 11th of this month. 

Aleknagik, November 26, 2012 (ice) Our lake froze weird again this year.  It froze from the 
nearest two points, which are not in the pictures I took, and two days later the bravest of the 
North shore people walked across to my side.  Normally our lake freezes from the Island located 
North of where my house is to my side of the lake.  That part froze later.   

Our Village Public Safety Officer (VPSO) started testing the thickness of the ice; walking with an 
ice-pick on the 22nd of this month, and finally on Sunday the 25th he and a bunch of volunteers 
put trees to mark where it was safe to cross from the North side of our lake to my side with both 
4-wheelers and snow-machines.  

Kwigillingok: 
Noah Andrews 
First signs of different  
ice types on the ocean: 
10/08/12 - Lakes start to freeze  
10/12/12 - Ice started to flow from up river, where it freeze first 
First signs of ice  
attached to the shore: 
10/17/12 - Thin ice started to form on the mud flats 
Ice berm formed (ice wall 
protecting shore along beach: 
10/23/12 - Ice that was pushed by the tide started to form on shore 
Sea ice with mud or  
sand (dirty ice): 
The ice w/mud and sand only forms when the ice got thin 
Ice push event (ice 
driven onto shore): 
11/02/12 - Tide started to push ice along the shore and form small 
bergs 
Ice pressure ridges forming 
(floating or grounded): 
11/02/12 - On the mud flats ridges are now visible 
Strong Ice movement and 



fracturing 
The ice along the shore on ocean is not thin enough to start this 
Ice stable enough  
to walk on 
12/02/12 - River was thick enough to go across in some areas 
 

 Additional observations: 
10/30/12 Coastal flood  - with wind from south 50 plus mph 

St.Mary’s: 
Charles and Ursula Prince 
Large pockets of air in layer of river ice 
St. Mary's, Alaska. November 21, 2012 (ice) We had unusually high water during freeze-up then 
the water level dropped to normal levels causing air pockets and making traveling dangerous.  

Photos by Charles & Ursula Prince, LEOs 

Fort Yukon:  
Rocky James 
Weather conditions make for hazardous traveling (photo) 
November 27 (seasons) It is late November, very cold, almost no snow and still there is open 
water on the Yukon River. This is unusual. Snow cover is very important for snow machine travel 
and no one can go through the woods because it is to rough.  

Nome 
Mike Sloan 
January 1 2013 (ice) A strong winter wind broke off the sea ice in front of Nome right at the beach 
and then it moved off shore. A snow machiner was trapped on the quickly moving floe and he 
was rescued later by a helicopter. Nome residents use the sea ice for subsistence hunting, fishing 
and crabbing. Open water in front of Nome will mean limited access to winter subsistence 
resources. 

Photo by Mike Sloan, LEO 



Anchorage: 
Creeks choked by ice and overflow (photo) 
Mike Brubaker 
Anchorage Alaska, January 16, 2013 (river, ice) There is alot of overflow and flooding happening 
in Anchorage area streams, as a result of the recent record rain fall. This is usually a little brook 
that you can jump over any time of year. Now this trail was practically impassable, or at least wet 
and hazardous to anyone who tried. The bridge is either under the ice now or gone and the the 
level of flood can be seen in the exposed bit of the bench on the opposite bank. This raising 
concerns about safety, flooding, and access.  

Unalakleet 
Victoria Kotongan 
January 6, 2012 (ice) Almost all of the ice is gone out of the ocean. People normally use the ice 
for hunting bearded seal and normally around this time of year there is ice way out into the ocean. 
I think people are using boats to hunt because of the warmer weather and east winds. There's no 
ice this year.  
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Appendix I: 
“How’s the weather?” Newsletter 

- A semi-annual summary of community weather and ice observations 

Introduction 
Professor David Atkinson of the Department of Geography, University of Victoria, received 
funding from the Western Alaska Landscape Conservation Cooperative (WALCC) and the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to conduct a study based on work 
with community observers to develop a conceptual model of slush-ice berm formation and to 
identify the impacts of storms and adverse weather on community activities and infrastructure. 

Site selection 
Site selection was determined on the basis of: a) a list provided by Kawerak and Denali 
commission communities about communities most vulnerable to impacts from storm activity; b) 
discussions with U.S. Alaska Corps of Engineers (USACE) staff about communities in need of 
support and work to date; c) literature review; and d) communities’ interest in participating in 
this project. 

Professor Atkinson and I conducted several conference calls with staff from the Alaska Weather 
Service, the Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium (ANTCH) local environmental observers 
(LEO) program, USACE Community and Regional Affairs Division, University of Alaska at 
Fairbanks Sea Grant Program, Glenn Gray of Glenn Gray Associates, and St. Lawrence 
University (New York), among others. The objective of the conference calls was to identify 
similar projects underway in Shaktoolik in order to coordinate activities, look for synergies, and 
avoid overlap.  

Also, several conference calls took place between Professor Davit Atkinson and I, and Carole 
Sookiayak and Axel Jackson from the Native Village of Shaktoolik, to talk about project 
objectives, a site visit, public meeting dates, and community expectations. A visit was scheduled 
for November 13–17, but it was delayed due to storm conditions. 

Three storms had affected Shaktoolik around the time of the visit as follows: November 7, 9, and 
13. The November 9 storm was the most intense, causing severe erosion, flooding, and removal
of wooden debris. I visited the community from November 14 to 19. 

The purpose of this visit was to: a) identify the impacts of storms and adverse weather such as 
erosion, flood, and effects on infrastructure caused by the storms, sea ice, and other weather 
events; and b) seek information from local observers about slush ice berm formation. This 
information would be used to identify the weather conditions that allow for the berms to form in 
order to develop a conceptual model of slush ice-berm formation.  
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Community profile summary 
Shaktoolik is located on the east shore of Norton Sound, 125 miles east of Nome and 33 miles 
north of Unalakleet, at approximately 64.33 degrees north latitude and 161.15 degrees west 
longitude (Kawerak 2006). It’s climate from May to October (when Norton Sound is ice-free) is 
subarctic with maritime influences, and temperatures range from –50 to 87 degrees Fahrenheit 
(Kawerak 2006).  

Shaktoolik is located on a gravel-and-sand spit between the Tagoomenik River and the coast of 
Norton Sound (USACE 2009). Most of Shaktoolik lies within a 100-year floodplain (Kawerak 
2006, USACE, BEA, 2009). With no breakwater to protect the town during the storm season, 
several areas of the Shaktoolik coastline have been subject to flood damage and erosion (Fig. 1), 
(USACE, BEA, 2009). According to Kawerak (2006), the next damaging storm could potentially 
erode the spit and leave Shaktoolik as an island, cut off from its source of fresh water.  

Storm description and effects 
During the storm of November 9, 2013 – the subject of the following report – considerable 
flooding and erosion occurred in the community. The following notes are an edited version of a 
transcript from a site tour with former mayor Edward Jackson and his wife Helen, on November 
15. They showed me the effects of the November 9 storm on the town’s infrastructure in the
absence of sea ice, the wooden debris, and slush ice-berms that protect the town. 

Impact on debris 
Edward: 
We never used to see the houses or the old road going to the airport while driving on the beach. 
Now we can see the road. It is all exposed due to the erosion of the coastline caused by the water 
surge during the storm. There used to be piles of wood all along the coastline and from the beach 
all the way to the AVEC building (Fig. 2) (Alaska Village Electric Cooperative). The AVEC 
building never used to be that exposed. The wood pile was pretty high, and it has been taken 
away with the storm. (Fig. 3 and 3.a).2 

Tank farms 
Edward: 
This is the Community Corporation building (Fig 4). The big tanks beside it are the community 
storage tanks (Fig. 5). During the past storm, the swell and waves were so high that they would 
go over the wood and reach the tanks. These tanks are used by the community to store gasoline 
and diesel used for heating.3  

City dump 

2 The Shaktoolik surge elevation survey notes that there used to be a debris berm about 6 feet 
high all along the top of the beach (CEPOA 2009). 

3 According to USACE (2009), any damage to the tank farm could potentially result in damage to the 
ecosystem and contamination of subsistence resources.  
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Edward: 
Usually during a big storm the waves would go all the way to the woods, but the woods would 
protect the town. Our city dump is right here [pointing to a site], at the end of the town, behind a 
fence (Fig. 6). We never used to be able to drive here [to the city dump], coming along the beach 
because it was covered with wood piles, but now we can [the wood pile was removed with the 
last storm]. Now the dump is really exposed and there is even water in there [at the bottom of the 
dump] from the storm surge that overtopped the spit and reached the dump. There is a ditch 10 
feet deep and there is this much water [about six inches] on the dump from the top [of the ditch]. 
That is how bad the situation is with the heavy storms. This dump has got to be safe. It is a 
$650,000 investment. [The dump was built around 2007].4  

Need for a wall 
Edward: 
We have to put a wall all the way down to the beach and all the way over along the town and 
along the dump. It maybe expensive, but it may be the only way to save our town. We need to 
put a harbour-type protection wall all the way along the town to protect it. 

Danger of flooding from the riverside 
Helen: 
According to the weather site, it was 12-foot high waves during the storm, but if the water was a 
little bit higher we would have had the river on the back side of town coming up, and the town 
could have been washed out. 
Edward: 
We have to worry about the river at the back of town. In some places the land where our property 
is built is one foot higher than the river, but in some places it is lower because of the low land. 
I’m counting on the big gravel [at the mouth of the river] to help us build a wall. The road was 
right here (Fig. 7), and it got all eroded up [to the top of the bank]. I’ll show you more of what 
happened [as we continue driving along the beach]. 

Evacuation road 
Edward: 
Government officials were talking about an evacuation road. There is no chance of building a 
road now. Now the lake is so close to the road from the erosion that there is no way you could go 
down towards the mainland with a road. If you build a road, you would only make the surface 
weaker. It would be nice to build a road [evacuation road to the mainland], but there is no way 
you can do that. The waves get powerful, and you cannot mess around with the waves when they 
come from the southwest.  

Drinking water source 
Edward: 

4 According to USACE Coastal Flooding Analysis (2011), some overwash of the beach could occur during 
the 25-year storm event. The 50-year event would overtop the beach with an average of 1.7 feet of water. 
The city dump is located approximately 1½ miles southeast of the community (Kawerak 2006). The landfill 
road along this area has a highest elevation of 23.56 feet at the south end of the city and a lowest 
elevation of 18 feet near the abandoned runway.   
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We get our drinking water from the river, over the first bend of the Tagoomenik River (Fig. 8).5 
Drinking water will be affected if we get another storm and the salt water gets to the area where 
we take our drinking water. The road gets really narrow, and if it erodes further [the sea water 
from storm surges] will get to the lake where we get our drinking water. Tanya [a community 
member] counted the width of the road (Fig. 9). It is only 28 footsteps – and she has small feet – 
from one side of the bank to the other side. This road could easily erode and the water supply 
could be endangered.  

Federal townsite 
Edward: 
I will show you one more spot down there that is important to protect. This is the federal town 
site. There is federal land here. The state and federal government have to do a disaster – real bad 
disaster – assessment. I will go down to the old site to show you how bad the erosion has been 
this time with the storm. [We drive along and we get to the old site.] 

The original village at the south end of town, where we used to live years ago, is federal land. 
We got moved because it was better on the new townsite, because it is shallower in the old site 
[in the old site, the community was more prone to erosion and storm impacts. Relocation to the 
new site took place in 1976 (Kawerak 2006, Shaktoolik community emergency shelter 2011)]. 
We had electricity here, in the old site, and there was an old power house and I used to live at the 
end of the road. I owned the land up here, which is a federal townsite. The banks and the 
vegetation growth on the top of the beach used to be down to the beach [there was a gentle 
slope]. We were never able to drive through here, there were big wood piles. Now, where there 
was a powerhouse you can see what I’m talking about. There is all that yellow wire exposed 
because we used to have a power house right here (Fig. 10). 

Community building 
This used to be a community building which came down and collapsed with the storm (Fig. 11). 
It used to be right where I’m sitting. The bank used to be right there. They said that the bank was 
being eaten from the bottom by the waves, as you can see. The building was not being used by 
the community, but this is a federal townsite and it got to be saved.  

Outhouses and old village 
I used to live up here. There [pointing a few hundred yards to the south] we used to have 
outhouses (Fig. 12). We did not have water or sewer. The old airport runaway is gone.6 I’ll show 
you another reason why we have to call this a disaster area.  

5 Shaktoolik’s drinking water comes from the river because the groundwater is brackish. The water is 
pumped in the summer from the Tagoomenik River to a treatment plant 2½ miles away to be filtered, 
chlorinated, and fluorinated prior to being stored on the 79,400-gallon holding tank (Kawerak 2006).  

6 Old photographs show the shoreline about 50 feet away from the runway. Now the runway is gone in 
certain portions as a result of the November 9, 2013, storm. During a site visit by the Coastal Impacts 
Assessment Program, 2012, and the Waste Erosion Assessment Review, it was outlined that the runway 
was starting to erode into the ocean. The old townsite was identified by the USACE in March 2009 as 
being just a few hundred feet from erosion advancing from the Tagoomenik River. During the November 9 
storm, the old Community House collapsed. 
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Sewage and water plant 
Edward: 
The sewage and water and treatment plant got so exposed with the past storm and they have to 
fix that. I’ll show you the other thing. They have to repair the sewer system over here by the 
corporation.7  

Power plant 
Edward: 
We have the power supply right here (AVEC building, Fig. 13). That is where my house is, up 
there. That has to be raised up. The tanks beside it are the fuel tanks for the power plant. It was 
very shallow [in the old site]. That is why they wanted to move us up here. But we were not 
expecting all these impacts from the storms. I’ll show you the place where they say we can run to 
if there is a storm [driving towards the school].  

School 
Edward: 
Right here is where we can evacuate – to the school. But it is not higher, it is not a safe place. 
The place is not high enough, and it could create more turmoil, more disaster, more family 
disasters (Figs. 14, 15).  

Water tank and sewer 
Edward: 
That tank [beside the school] is the water storage tank. The drinking water is there and the 
outside lining [of the tank] is coming out (Fig. 16). You can see how it’s been battered by the 
storm. It is real bad. It’s the drinking water supply for the community. 
That is how bad it is. You did not realize that until today, eh? Let me show you something else. 
The post right there is where the septic tank goes, for the water and sewer. You see how exposed 
it is [vulnerable to the next storm]. 

Road width along the beach 
Edward: 
Now, two vehicles can drive on the beach (Fig. 17); before only one vehicle could drive [the 
same information was mentioned by Axel Jackson the day before]. We are more worried about 
the location of the village here than about the area at the mouth of the river. It is shallower here 
than at the mouth of the river.  

Concern about potential effects of storm and sea ice 
Edward: 
This place here [in the new town] is shallower than over there, at the mouth of the river. We 
were never so exposed to the storms until this year. The other thing is if we have sea ice 
movement coming in [without protection from wooden debris or a slush berm], it is worse than a 

7 Wastewater disposal is done through steel septic tanks with aluminum culverts (Kawerak 2006). A 
multiple-dwelling septic system that handles from two to four homes per unit is used by the majority of 
homes (Kawerak 2006). 
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tractor. The sea ice can do anything, it’s worse than the waves. I’ve seen it with my own eyes 
over here. The sea ice came in here; we are lucky it did not come any higher. We had sea ice 
came in here and it piled up. It piled up 30 feet high [in 1960?]. With sea ice coming in, we can 
be wiped out in a matter of minutes. We need that wall to protect us.  

Effects on berry-picking land 
Helen:  
We picked our greens by the beach area over here (Fig. 18).  
Edward:  
They [the community members] used to do subsistence picking of greens here; not anymore. 
They will not be able to do it.8 All this water over here is from the storm [close to the mouth of 
the lake]. This is a new lake (Fig. 18). The whole thing was full of water. The water went all the 
way over there [community member Axel mentioned that it covered the land for three miles 
inland]. The whole area was under water.  

Debris by the airport 
Edward: 
I’ll show you where it was full of wood before. The airport used to have a big mound on top 
there. Now the natural waves washed it out [debris field by the airport] (Figs. 19 and 19a).  
Helen:  
There was maybe 7 or 8 feet high of wood all the way down. I never used to come all the way 
over here. This is natural, where the waves went over. You can imagine how bad the storm was. 
The weather forecast was saying it was 14 feet, they must have been higher.  

Summary 
Edward: 
That is where we stand. From where I’m driving right now [along the beach] you were not able 
to see beyond there [the pile of wood] to the houses (Fig. 20). Now you can. All this [area along 
the beach] used to be full of wood (Fig. 21). I’ve never been able to drive through this area; the 
wood pile was so high that not even a tractor was able to drive through here. 

You got an idea of what we are talking about: the field tank, water, fuel and septic tank, the 
evacuation road. There, you will not be able to make it [to survive] during the storms. Even if we 
build an evacuation road down below, the waves will be going over it. And the other part to 
consider, where they talk about building a road, is that it is very narrow. There is nowhere to go. 
We either get in a boat or in a big barge with a warmed-up cabin. That would be Noah’s ark. 
That would be the only way to go. If we have nowhere to turn, that would be the only way to go. 

In reality I can tell you this much: in reality you see it first hand; this town is worse than other 
villages that flood. We are too vulnerable. If sea ice piles up, there is more danger than with the 
waves itself. We are very vulnerable. To me, before the next storm, we should get people out of 
here by air. Some people could go to Nome and some to Anchorage. That would be the only 
way. Nome is also vulnerable to the same storms that we have. They have big storms in Nome 
too, and there are not enough larger places for even half the community. That is the other 
problem: we have to think ahead of time, way ahead of time. 

8 Very likely, with the salt water, there will not be any berries to pick in 2014. 
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We will wait and see if we have anything left after this next storm arrives. 

Helen: 
I wish we had news or something [that reflects our situation]. The weather station on TV, they 
show nothing but the U.S. Nothing about here. 

Edward: 
I’m glad you took some good pictures and a first-hand look. That is something I want everybody 
to see, especially the governor.  

My recommendation for the best next thing to do before things get bad next fall would be for the 
community to call for a Herc plane and get everybody out of here. I was in Anchorage one time 
when we did that, we were monitoring the storm here and I was there with the Coast Guard. The 
Coast Guard wanted to know what to do in case it got bad. They would come to Shaktoolik with 
a Herc and would take one half of the town and then come back and pick up the other half. They 
wanted to know what part would go to Anchorage. One half would go to Nome and the other 
half would go to Anchorage. It was never this bad.  

Request for help 
Edward: 
We do need help. The waves during the storm were probably 15 feet high. We are so worried 
about another storm that we have crab boats ready to take off, but there are families that have no 
boats. We need to get together and make a plan. 

I told my kids I have my grandson and my families and they can go to the boat. The problem is 
that some of the elders especially, I do not know if they can get help from their own families. My 
grandkids, before the storm came, they had everything ready. They gassed the boats. I think in 
the community we have six boats, but not everybody has a boat.  
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Appendix J 

Powerpoint presentation to Shaktoolik, August 2014. This was to report back to the community 
about what the project had found to verify its accuracy and to show them how the weather 
analysis works.  
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Community-driven Project: 

Shaktoolik’s exposure to impactful weather, ice, and 
waves events 

August 29, 2014 

Laura Eerkes-Medrano, Department of Geography, University of Victoria 

Dr. David Atkinson, Department of Geography, University of Victoria 

Thank you for having me!  
Prof. Atkinson was very sorry he could not be here himself. 
Luckily I am able to come and report back to you. 

Today’s meeting: 

Part 1: discuss findings from interviews 

Part 2: Talk about ice berm information in particular 
> include early project results about linkages to weather 

Part 3: Show you how we (Prof. Atkinson and I) are making 
linkages to weather for other times you have problems 

Part 4: Talk about how we can organize other meetings to show you 
how our results continue, and to get more feedback from you. 

(and I am bringing a new weather station for the XXX office) 
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Background - First Public 
meeting, November 16, 2013 

Laura, I removed the community bulletin 
-It seems to take up a lot of space 
And was really slowing the computer 
Down. 
 
Put it back when ready, but be careful that 
it doesn’t make the presentation too slow 

Interviews and meetings were held to discuss your observations of  
ice berms in particular, and other troubles brought by the weather in general 
 
We are working in several communities asking similar questions: 
 
 Shaktoolik 
 Gambell 
 Shishmaref 
  …So our examples sometimes come from different communities 
And we are working with Hajo Eicken to gather together observations  
into a restricted database.  

 
So we are partnered with Eicken’s database “SIZONet” in conjunction with site 
visits and some observations are from other communities (such as Wales) 
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Why are slush ice berms important? 

Pros: 

• Berms’ importance lies in their ability to protect coastal communities 
from the powerful and destructive surf and high water (storm surge) 
caused by storms.  

Cons: 

• Hunting and transportation, e.g. “It hampers our hunting because if 
you shoot a seal it won’t wash in; it will not get close to the shore. It 
will get stuck in the slush.” Paul Apangalook, November 2013 

 

 

Interviews: 

Axel Jackson 

Dale Sookiayak 

Palmer and Fenna 

Edward Jackson 

Brason and Roy 

Gloria Andrews 

Abbie and Mabel 

Cara and Tanya Sagoonik 

Daniel and Tyler 

Linda and Greg 
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Site visits and interviews  

Slush ice formation: 

• “In the fall, when slush builds up and there 
was a beach we were protected. Nowadays 
the slush does not protect the same way. The 
waves lift it and wash the slush away.” John 
Eningowuk, Shishmaref, August 2013.  

 

• “For the slush ice to freeze you need N wind 
and low tide and cold weather. If it snows, the 
slush forms.”  John Eningowuk, Shishmaref, 
August 2013. 

 

• “Slush ice forms rapidly. If the wind picks up 
more than 30 mph and if it gets cold, could 
we have slush ice by tomorrow.” Melvin, 
Gambell, November 2013. 

 

 

In November 2011 a slush berm protected Shaktoolik from the 
storm. (Credit: Agnes R. Takak) 

Site visits and interviews 

Slush ice berm formation 

• “For the berms to form you have to have 
the swells coming in.” Melvin, Gambell, 
November 2013. 

 

• “One-way wind will form it, right from the 
north, and the swells will keep on 
splashing and splashing over and over 
until it is formed. It could disappear easily 
if the temperature rises.” Melvin, 
Gambell, November 2013. 

 

• “If there is a storm it will build quickly.” 
Paul Apangalook, Gambell, November 
2013. 

 

 

Melvin, Gambell, 2013 (Credit: LEM) 
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What we have found: 

• Commonalities and differences 
between and within communities –
“thicker slush at the cove”. 

• Timing and specifics about the 
slush formation process –beginning 
and end. 

• Specific weather observations. 

• Action of wind, tides, and currents 
during slush formation. 

 Example entries from the SIZONet database 

SIZONet results 

Slush berm - preliminary results 

Specific findings:  
 

• Small slush berms (no more than about 2 ft high) can form and degrade almost 
on a diurnal cycle under weak wave conditions and moderate temperatures.  

 

• A solidly frozen berm develops in response to cold air.  

 

• Waves move frazil ice crystals to the shore; wave height is generally well 
correlated with the height of the resultant berm.  
 

• Weather analysis is showing some convergence on typical patterns that need to 
be in place to cause these events.  
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Slush berm - preliminary results 

From discussions it soundes as though there are two main ways slush 
berms can form: 

 

1. They can form from ice that is blown in towards the shore. 

2. They can form “in place”. 

 

What do you think of this idea as a very rough way to group them? 
(There are more details but this is a starting way to group them). 

 

Slush berm - preliminary results 

Regarding Type 2 berms, another community observation that seemed 
important is the occurrence of low water levels when air is cold (~25 F). 
Then the beach gets very cold and when the water comes back in ice 
forms in the water that can pile up as slush berms.  

 

What do you think of this comment? 
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Example  preliminary Analysis:  
Wales/Tin City airport Sept. 1 to Nov. 18, 2007  

Slush berm observed on Nov. 8, 2007 
It was 3 to 4 feet high and ¼ to ½ mile 
wide. 

• Local airport readings: 
• Temperature – below 30 F 
• Wind speed – less than 30 mph 
• Wind Direction – North 

 

• Then the analysis consists of looking 
for common patterns on regional 
weather maps 

 

Part 3: General weather discussions, 
concerns, and needs 
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Overview of weather related impacts and 
needs - public meeting Nov. 15, 2013: 
Impacts from changing weather/climate: animal health; seals with no furs, 
fish with lesions, change in whale migration 

• Blizzards: Shaktoolik is the #1 blizzard place in the world 

• Methane gas? 

• Change in fishing/drying season 

• Change in foliage growth 

• More thunder storms 

• Too much rain, lots and lots of rain 

• Flooding 

Storm Impacts on infrastructure: Sewer and septic tank being affected; Avec 
fuel tank and tank farm being affected 

*Key for us*: Dates for these events! Then we can pull up the weather maps. 

 

 

Overview of weather related impacts and 
needs - public meeting Nov. 9, 2013, cont.: 
 

Infrastructure and emergency response requirements: Landmark needs upgrade; beacon 
light at the airport needs upgrade; AVEC needs to be replaced 

 

Vulnerabilities: No shelter and we are cut between ocean waves; lack of evacuation 
alternatives, we cannot move to higher ground 

Weaknesses: ill equipped to respond to emergencies; dependency on response from 
outside which is slow i.e. federal government 

 

We need FEMA training:  

•  Stronger representation 

•  Quick access to funding 

•  Equipment to build a road 
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Present an overview of information gathered during 
interviews e.g. Dale: Rain - We usually get rain in mid July, 
August and part of September but now, this fall, it has been 
raining in October and part of November.  

 
 

 
Present an overview of information gathered during 
interviews e.g. Dale: Rain - We usually get rain in mid July, 
August and part of September but now, this fall, it has been 
raining in October and part of November.  

 
 

Need to analyse this to understand WHY? 

Best way to start an analysis: 

Ask the question - What did the pressure patterns look like over that period? 

 

Why do we care about pressure patterns? 

> Air over your region has come from somewhere else.  

Air masses reflect where they started. If they can move quickly to a new place, and 
so can’t change along the way, then they bring characteristics of their original place to 
the new place. 

 So – Alaska interior in winter, cold and dry air. North Pacific in fall, warm and moist. 
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Present an overview of information gathered during 
interviews e.g. Dale: Rain - We usually get rain in mid July, 
August and part of September but now, this fall, it has been 
raining in October and part of November.  

 
 

What did the pressure patterns look like over 
that period? 

 

Here is the average pressure pattern  

For Oct. 1 - 30, 2013 (we will just focus 

On October) 

 

Purple is low pressure, reds are high pressure 

Wind moves counter clockwise around a low 

Close lines are stronger winds. 

 
Present an overview of information gathered during 
interviews e.g. Dale: Rain - We usually get rain in mid July, 
August and part of September but now, this fall, it has been 
raining in October and part of November.  

 
 

Air moving over Shaktoolik is coming from the 
North Pacific – a lot of moisture and warmth 
coming with this air. 
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Present an overview of information gathered during 
interviews e.g. Dale: Rain - We usually get rain in mid July, 
August and part of September but now, this fall, it has been 
raining in October and part of November.  

 
 

Air moving over Shaktoolik is coming from the 
North Pacific – a lot of moisture and warmth 
coming with this air. 

  

 

 

 
Present an overview of information gathered during 
interviews e.g. Dale: Rain - We usually get rain in mid July, 
August and part of September but now, this fall, it has been 
raining in October and part of November.  

 
 

Air moving over Shaktoolik is coming from the 
North Pacific – a lot of moisture and warmth 
coming with this air. 

 

 

 

Close lines mean flow of air is strong, so winds 
were probably sort of strong too during this time.  

Weak winds in this region, 
    for example 
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Present an overview of information gathered during 
interviews e.g. Dale: Rain - We usually get rain in mid July, 
August and part of September but now, this fall, it has been 
raining in October and part of November.  

 
 

Air moving over Shaktoolik is coming from the 
North Pacific – a lot of moisture and warmth 
coming with this air. 

probably takes air 2 days to get  

 from N. Pacific to here – not enough 

 time to lose its ocean characteristics 

Close lines mean flow of air is strong, so winds 
were probably sort of strong too during this time.  

Weak winds in this region, 
    for example 

Average patterns of relative humidity and 
temperature, October 1 to 30, 2013  
 

Relative humidity 

 
Temperature 

Dale: The cold has been really late this year, that is 
a big change for us. Average temperature for the 
month of October 2013 was: 35.20F 
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Storm impacts in absence of berms  

Diesel tanks 
threatened by 
erosion caused 
by storm 
activity in 
Shaktoolik. 
November 
2013 
(Credit: LEM) 

 

Water tank threatened by erosion caused by 
storm activity in Shaktoolik. November 2013 
(Credit: LEM) 

Axel Jackson, Shaktoolik’s local observer 
24/7. (Credit: LEM) 

The fresh water pump beside the river. The supply of fresh water is 
threatened by the infiltration of sea water as a result of storm wave action.  
November 2013 Credit: USACE, BEA, 2009 

 

The road that separates the ocean from the river,  the source of 
fresh water, is becoming narrower and narrower because of 
storm wave action. Edward Jackson, Shaktoolik, November 2013 
(Credit: LEM) 
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Axel: the weather was OK for the first two 
weeks of July (pers. Comm. July 13, 2014).   

Average pressure pattern, July 1, 2014 Vector wind pattern, July 1, 2014 

Average pressure and vector wind patterns, July 2, 
2014  

Average pressure 

 

 

Vector wind 
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Average pressure and vector wind 
patterns, July 3, 2014 

Average pressure Vector wind 

Average pressure and vector wind patterns, July 9, 
2014  

Average pressure 

 

 

 

Vector wind 
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Axel: The weather has turned bad for the past 
couple of weeks. Fishing vessels can’t go out 
(pers. comm, July 24, 2014. 

Average pressure patterns  

July 13 – 24, 2014 
Average relative humidity patterns, 

July 13-24, 2014 

Average vector wind pattern, July 13 – 
24, 2014 

• Need to add some text 
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Summary and next steps 

Community engagement has been a key component of 
this project. Engaging local observers has helped us to: 

 

• Identify date, timing and specifics about slush ice 
berms  

• Identify date, timing and specifics about weather 
impacts on community and subsistence activities i.e. 
rainy season, blizzards, accidents 

• Identify type and degree of damage to community 
activities and coastal infrastructure  

• Formulate hypothesis about weather events 

Next steps: Continue analysis, install weather stations, 
communicate results to community, NOAA etc. 

 
 

Thank you 
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Average Pressure pattern, 2013 

July 1 to 6, 2014 July 1-7 
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